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Fishing firms in Oregon operate in a complex and dynamic physical, 

biological and institutional environment. Within this environment, man- 

agers of these firms will attempt to maximize some objective function 

which may include profit. This maximization is dependent upon the level 

of output, or the levels of inputs. Given a relationship between output 

and inputs, production economics theory tells us how to combine inputs 

so that an optimum level of output is achieved. This study applies pro- 

duction economics theory to commercial fishing firms in Oregon. 

The primary objective of this research was to determine whether a 

relationship between output and production inputs could be estimated 

statistically and provide the marginal value product information to deter- 

mine the optimum combination of inputs. A second objective was to deter- 

mine whether a statistical relationship could be estimated which would 

predict fuel use in terms of physical boat characteristics for the 

fishing firms in Oregon. 

Cross-section data were obtained for analysis from a mail survey of 

the population of 4,462 commercial fishing firms. Response to the survey 

was excellent, with 45 percent of the surveys returned. The data were 



used to estimate production relationships among the fishing firms using 

gross revenue as a dependent variable and independent variables measuring 

boat length, engine horsepower, hold capacity, fuel consumed fishing in 

1979, mandays of labor used, years fishing experience of the skipper, 

capital investment in electronic gear and capital investment in deck 

gear. 

Two functional forms for regression were used; log-linear and linear. 

It was expected that the log-linear form of the model would provide the 

best estimate based on its convenient mathematical characteristics and 

wide use in empirical research applications. It turned out, however, that 

the better estimate was obtained with the linear form of the model. This 

estimate was interpreted as a linear approximation to a segment of the 

production function and was used to calculate estimates of the marginal 

value products for the production inputs. 

To investigate whether a better estimate of the production relation- 

ship could be obtained by disaggregating the sample, two disaggregations 

were tried. The sample was disaggregated into groups of firms having 

similar characteristics of species fished and also boat length groupings. 

The results obtained from these estimations were statistically inferior 

to the estimated relationship using the full sample. The conclusion was 

made that the production relationships were better estimated across all 

firms in the sample rather than by disaggregation. 

The estimation of fuel use by boat characteristics was reasonably 

successful. Again, a linear model was chosen as the best statistical 

relationship. The model estimated fuel use by boat length, engine horse- 

power and mandays of labor. A prediction of the fuel used by all fishing 

firms was made using data on the population of fishing firms from the 1979 



Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife license file.     The predictive equa- 

tion used only two variables,  boat length and horsepower as these are the 

only characteristics presently available for the population of firms. 
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PRODUCTION RELATIONSHIPS FOR THE 

OREGON COMMERCIAL FISHING FLEET 

CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Problem Setting 

In 1979,  there were 4,462 boats licensed to fish commercially in 

Oregon.    Most of these boats are assumed to be analogous to a fishing 

firm.    The productive capacity among fishing firms varies considerably. 

They participate in one or more of six major fisheries with the level  of 

participation among firms also varying considerably.    A large percentage 

of these fishing firms derive the major part of their income from other 

sources.     For many though,  fishing represents a livelihood and sole source 

of income. 

Fishing firms operate in a complex and dynamic physical and institu- 

tional   environment.    Their productivity is  partly dependent upon biologi- 

cal  parameters of the pursued species.    If these species are abundant, 

fishing catch per unit of effort will  usually be high.    If these species 

are at a depressed level of abundance,  fishing catch for the same level of 

effort will  usually be low.    In turn, the status of the population levels 

of the different fish species  is dependent upon parameters such as weather 

conditions, oceanographic conditions, mortality (from man, other predators, 

old age,  and disease),  impediments to reproduction  (man-made dams)  and the 

levels of toxic pollution.    The productivity of the fishing firm is also 

dependent upon weather conditions.     If the weather is  poor,  the fishing 

firm faces  the choices of not fishing,  fishing with resulting high risk 



or investing in more expensive (larger) boats which can operate in rough 

weather conditions. Superimposed over these other parameters are fishery 

regulations, which establish limits within which the firms must (legally) 

operate. 

The Research Problem 

The physical and institutional environment is common among all 

fishing firms. However, there are differences in production (output) 

among different firms. Firms also use different resources (production 

inputs) to produce different levels of output. If the manager wished to 

change the level of output of his fishing firm, there would be an alloca- 

tion among inputs which would yield the greatest increment to output for 

a given level of expenditure. Production theory tells us how to identify 

this optimum allocation among production inputs. This research applies 

the production theory to Oregon fishing firms. 

It was hypothesized that production theory can be used to estimate 

the relationship between the observed output among firms and the differ- 

ences in allocation of inputs among firms producing the outputs. The 

inputs specified for this research were boat length, engine horsepower, 

hold capacity of the boat, fuel consumed in 1979, mandays of labor used, 

years of fishing experience of the skipper, capital investment in electronic 

gear and capital investment in deck gear. Since the actual production 

(.fish) of the fishing firms is such a heterogeneous product, output was 

specified to be gross revenue of the fishing firm. 

A production relationship with gross revenue as the dependent vari- 

able with the specified independent variables was estimated from a cross- 

section sample of fishing firms. To collect this data, a survey of the 



population of fishing firms operating in Oregon for the selected produc- 

tion period (calendar year 1979) was necessary. From the sample data, 

the production relationships were estimated. 

The production relationships estimated from cross-section data can 

be given three interpretations, each requiring certain assumptions. 

(1) There is an observed relationship between a group of 

specified independent variables and output measured 

in terms of gross revenue. A direct causal nature of 

this relationship is not assumed. 

(2) The relationship is causal in nature. The relation- 

ship serves to identify average characteristics among 

groups of firms, but does not imply this relationship 

for any individual firm. 

(3) The relationship is causal in nature. It serves to 

identify average characteristics among groups of 

firms. Inference concerning a specific firm can be 

made from this relationship.— 

As will be seen in later chapters, this research assumes only that 

the first two interpretations hold. The third interpretation means that 

inference about individual firms is appropriate from analysis using 

cross-section data. Cross-section analysis shows the different levels of 

inputs used to produce levels of outputs across all firms, at a given time. 

Further speculation of the way in which output of an individual fishing 

—  These interpretations evolved from discussions with Dr. Jack Edwards, 
Department of Agricultural and Resource Economics, Oregon State University. 



firm would change with a change in input levels is not justified. 

Objectives and Hypothesis 

The objectives of this research are to determine whether or not there 

exists a relationship between output [gross revenue) and production in- 

puts for Oregon commercial fishing firms which can be estimated statis- 

tically to provide information on the marginal value products of the 

different inputs. 

A second objective is to determine whether or not a statistical re- 

lationship can be estimated which will predict fuel use in terms of boat 

characteristics for the fishing firms operating in Oregon. 

Limitations of the Research 

It is necessary to be somewhat cautious when making inferences drawn 

from analysis using cross-section data. First of all the assumption in- 

herent in the analysis is that the relationships observed during the 

sample period are representative. That is, assuming 1979 was an average 

year during which the fishing firms did not face any unusual conditions. 

To some extent this assumption was violated. During 1979, the tuna 

fishery, which is generally a significant operation for many fishing firms, 

was almost nonexistent. The tuna were more than 300 miles offshore which 

made them almost inaccessible to many of the fishing firms normally fishing 

for tuna. It is also necessary to be cautious not to extrapolate esti- 

mated relations beyond the range of the observed data. This problem is 

illustrated graphically for production isoquants in Appendix D. A last 

limitation is that analysis is based upon conditions which exist at a 

given point in time.  If some parameters under which the fishing firms 



operate change, then the estimated relationships may or may not be valid. 



CHAPTER 11 

THEORY 

The Production Relationships 

In attempting to estimate production relationships economic theory 

suggests the kinds of relationships to be expected. Economic theory 

also helps in understanding the results of economic analysis. Theoreti- 

cal production relationships are based upon a rationalization of profit 

maximization behavior for the individual fishing firm. 

The fishing firm- is a production unit combining various inputs 

and producing fish. It is assumed that each fisherman will attempt to 

maximize profit, but there may be other objectives. These include: maxi- 

mizing the size of the firm, maximizing the growth of the firm, and main- 

taining a way of life. Profit maximization is likely to be highly cor- 

related with success in achieving alternate objectives, and is also the 

most commonly recognized objective in economic theory. Profit maximiza- 

tion will therefore be assumed to be the dominant objective of the in- 

dividual fishing firm. 

In theory there are an infinite number of input combinations which 

will produce a given level of output, assuming continuous production space. 

Even with the more realistic assumption of discrete production units, the 

number of possible combinations would be large. However, not all combina- 

tions need to be considered. Combinations of inputs which require at least 

one more unit of one input or a different input, and the same quantities 

—  "Fishing firm" is used to describe the fishing business of an individual 
fisherman. Typically the fishing firm will consist of a single individual 
or his family. 



of all other inputs but yield the same output, can be disregarded. With 

a given level of technology, it is possible to find the most efficient 

use of inputs for a given output, or the maximum output for a given in- 

put level. This technical relationship is referred to as the production 

function. It is defined as: 

"A schedule (or table, or mathematical equation) 
showing the maximum amount of output that can be 
produced from any specified set of inputs given 
the existing technology or 'state of the art1. 
In short, the production function is a catalog 
of output possibilities".-^/ 

An example of a production function for a single output using two 

inputs is: 

Y = fUi, X2) (1) 

where Y equals the level of output, and Xi and X2 equal the level of in- 

puts used to produce Y. The production function can just as easily be 

expanded to include Xn inputs but the two input case will be used for 

illustration. The mathematical assumption that is usually made for a pro- 

duction function is that it is continuously differentiable so that the 

partial derivatives are also continuous. The properties of these partial 

derivatives (marginal conditions) are of economic importance. 

To understand how a firm will maximize profit it is necessary to 

start with the equation: 

n = TR - TC (2) 

2/ 
—  C.E. Ferguson, Microeconomic Theory (Homewood: Irwin Series in 
Economics, 1971), p. 116. 



where 

IT = profit 

TR = total revenue I(Y)(p)]; p being the price for output Y 

TC = total costs of inputs ((X.)(cost/unit)), i = 1 - n. 

Using the production function (1) and substituting into the profit 

equation (2), the unconstrained profit maximization equation can be 

stated as: 

max n = p • f(Xi, X2) - W1X1 - w2X2 (3) 

where wi and W2 are the per unit input costs of inputs Xi and X2 respec- 

tively. This equation assumes perfect competition in that the prices of 

inputs (wi and W2) do not change for the individual firm as the amounts 

used change. To maximize (3) the first order partials are equated to 

zero so that: 

p • Ty- - wi = 0 8X1  K  9Xa 

and 

an _ „  of  ,, _ n _. p . _- W2 - 0 

The unit change in output per unit of change in one input, all other in- 

puts levels held constant is called the marginal product of that input 

3f 

first order partials and rearranging. 

[ir4- = MP .). Substituting the marginal products of Xi and Xz into the 
o AT     XI 

Mp    MR 
Xl _  x2 

Wi     W2 



or 

MP 
rr^ = ^ = MRTS (4) 
MP   W2     xi,x2 X2 

MRTS    is the marginal rate of technical substitution between inputs Xi X; ,x2 

and X2. It gives the rate at which one production input can be substituted 

for one unit of another production input with output held constant, and is 

shown graphically in Figure 1. 

It is unlikely that an individual firm would be in a position for un- 

constrained profit maximization as given in equation (3). This would re- 

quire the firm to be able to employ an infinite amount of inputs. A more 

likely situation would be for the firm to have to maximize profit subject 

to an input expenditure constraint. With the level of input expenditure 

limited to a fixed level, c, equation (3) can be rewritten using a Lag- 

rangian multiplier as: 

L = p • f(Xi, X2) + A(c - W1X1 - w2X2) (5) 

The profit maximizing solution  for equation  (5) is: 

|L_ = pY . MP^  . AWl   = 0 

|L    = pY  . Mp      . ,W2 = 0 

|i= c . w^   - WaX2  =  0 

solving 
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P * MP p • MP 
—r,—      and     A = —r,  

or 

p . MP    p • MP 

W2 Wi 

which can be stated as 

VMPV   VMP 
Xz _    Xi 

W2   ~  Wi 
(6) 

Since the output price is constant to the individual firms, the pro- 

fit maximizing solution in equation (6) is also a total revenue maximizing 

solution. Therefore the following discussion refers to revenue maximiza- 

tion instead of profit maximization. It should also be noted that the 

input cost w- is not necessarily a constant. It can vary, in which case 

the denominator of equation for equation (6) will be equal to the marginal 

input cost of Xi (MIC ). Under the assumption of perfect competition, 

however, an individual fishing firm will face a fixed input cost. 

Equation (6) states that with a revenue maximizing solution, the value 

of the marginal product for input Xi(VMP  = p • MP ) divided by the in- 
Xj Xi 

put cost of Xa is equal to the value of the marginal product for input X2 

divided by the input cost of X2. When resources are efficiently utilized, 

the output from the use of those resources is maximized. An individual 

fishing firm will attempt to increase (or decrease) the amount of an in- 

put used in production until the value of the marginal product is equal 

to the cost of that unit. It is, therefore, possible to compare the VMP's 

of all inputs. If the VMP for any specific input is greater than the 
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price of that input, then a firm can increase profit by using additional 

units of that input. The input which has the greatest ratio of VMP over 

price is the input which should be increased first. 

To ensure that equation (5) is a profit maximizing solution and not 

a profit minimizing solution, the second order conditions need to be 

checked. This requires that: 

32L 
3Xi2 

92L 
SXjoX] 

32L 32L 
3Xi3X2 

32L 
3A3X i . 

32L 
3X2' 

32L 
3A3X2 

3Xi3A 

32L 
3X23A 

3^1 
3A2 

> 0 

Although the profit and revenue maximizing solutions have been solved 

for only two factor inputs, Xj and X2, the theory can be expanded to n 

inputs. This can be shown by: 

L = 
n 

j=l J 
Yj E w. .X. . + A(c - Z w. .X. .) 

1=1 1J 1J 1=1 10 1J 
(7) 

Graphical Solution for Revenue Maximization - The Expansion Path 

An input expenditure constraint (c) has already been established, 

therefore, from equation (5) 

c = wiXi + W2X2 (8) 

The locus of possible input  (Xi,  X2) combinations  for which the total   ex- 

penditure c is constant is called the isocost line (shown in Figure 1). 

The equation for the isocost line is obtained from taking the total 
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Expansion path where 

X1X2  W2 

.—■ Isoquant where 
Y = f(Xi, X2) = 

constant 

^  Isocost line 
where C = W1X1 

+ WzX2 

Figure 1. The Expansion Path, 

derivative of (8): 

Br * + Hr ^ ■tl 

dXj 
W2 

(9) 

The slope of the isocost line, therefore, is the negative ratio of 

the input costs. A family of isocost lines for different levels of total 

expenditure c is represented by Ii - U in Figure 1. 

Similarly, for each level of output, there is a locus of input com- 

binations which will produce that output. For the production function 
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Y = f(Xi, ^2). taking the total derivative 

3f dXj + U- dX2 = 0 
3Xi      3X2 

(10) 

& - & - -MRTS 
dXi  MPX2      Xi ,X2 

The slope of the isoquant is equal to the negative of the marginal 

rate of substitution. A family of isoquants for the production function 

is represented by Qj - Q^  in Figure 1. If the fishing firm is free to 

vary the levels of inputs, the long-run equilibrium position will be 

where the slopes of the isocost and isoquant are equal. At that point, 

output is maximized for a given input cost, or the input cost is mini- 

mized for a given level of production. The locus of tangency points is 

called the expansion path, and is shown in Figure I. This result is 

equivalent to the solution obtained in equation (4). 

Equilibrium Off the Expansion Path 

There are regulations which restrict some of the inputs used by the 

fishing firms, therefore it is appropriate to investigate the possible 

effects of these restrictions. If there is an effective restriction on 

one of the inputs, for example X2, the equilibrium solution will be off 

the non-restricted expansion path. For the production function 

Y = f(Xa, Xz),  put an effective restriction on X2 such that 

Qi > X2 

This means that the amount of input X2 employed in production is limited 

to the level Qa. This can be rewritten as: 
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Qi - X2 > 0 

or removing the inequality Qj - lz  + p = 0, where p is the amount by which 

Qi exceeds X2 (p can equal zero). The maximization problem, subject to 

the constraint on 1^  is to maximize: 

L = p • fUi, X2) - W1X1 - w2X2 + A(Qi - X2 + p) (11) 

3L 
3Xi 

3X, 

p • MPxi - wi = 0 -> VMPxi = Wi 

p • MPx2 - w2 - X = 0 -»■ VMPx2 = W2 + A 

Assuming the second order conditions hold, these conditions will represent 

the revenue maximizing solution with an effective restriction on X2. It 

can be seen that VMPx2 will not be equal to w2 if A is positive, which 

makes the unrestricted expansion path unattainable. This situation is 

illustrated in Figure 2. 

The unrestricted equilibrium position in Figure 2 is at A, using 

Qo - Q3 units of Xi and Qo - Q2 units of X2. Because of the restriction 

on X2, limiting it to Qo - Qi, the closest point to the optimum (point A 

as defined in equation (6)) attainable is point B. 

Derived Input Demand - Static Analysis 

For a production function with one variable input, the input demand 

is equal to the VMP for that input. Take, for example, the production 

function Y = AX . If this function is used to set up an equation which 

satisfies the profit maximizing equilibrium VMP  = w.i (from equation (6)), 
x.i 

then: 
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expansion path 
(effective restriction 

on X2) 

0 E 

Figure 2.  Revenue Maximization Under Input Restriction. 
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(pKbAX6"1) = wa 

solving for X 

X = Wi 
AbpY 

b-1 
(12) 

If we assume that a rational firm manager would operate in the area of 

the production function where marginal products of inputs are decreasing, 

then 0 <_ b < 1. Equation (12) gives the relation for the input demand for 

X = f(wi, pY). If wi decreases, then the amount of X demanded will in- 

crease and conversely if wi increases then the amount of X demanded will 

decrease. 

If a production function has more than one variable input, the factor 

demand can be derived similarly. For example if Y = f(Xi, Xa), then the 

VMP for each of the respective inputs will be equal to the factor demand 

82Y if the second order cross partials are equal to zero („» 3„ = 0). If 

the cross partials are not zero, it is necessary to solve the two equa- 

tions VMPi = Wi and VMP2 = W2 simultaneously to derive the equations: 

Xi = f(wi, W2, p) 

X2 = f(W2, wi, p) 
(13) 
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CHAPTER III 

METHODOLOGY 

Estimating the Production Function 

The marginal value products for the various production inputs will 

be derived from the production function. Estimation of the production 

function requires observations of output levels (Y), and input levels 

(Xi, ^2, ... ^n)• 

There are two forms of production functions which can be specified. 

These are the aggregate production function and the average production 

functfon. 

From the total input quantity used by firms, the aggregate production 

function shows the total output of all firms combined. The aggregate 

production function exists only if each firm in the group is at an equili- 

brium position (i.e., the firm is on the expansion path). With a given 

output price and cost of input factors, there is a definite quantity of 

output produced. Every time the price of Y and the cost of inputs are re- 

peated identically, the same output and input use will occur because the 

firms go to the same equilibrium position. The repetition of identical 

situations represents the relationship between aggregate output from, and 

the aggregate input used, by the group of firms. With the aggregate pro- 

duction, the independent variables are the price of the output and the 

cost of the inputs.-  The estimation of an aggregate production function 

requires time series data on output price and input costs. This type of 

function does not require that the individual production functions remain 

—  C.S. Soper, "Production Functions and Cross-Section Surveys", Economic 
Record (XXXIC, April 1958). 
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constant over time series to prevent the aggregate function from changing. 

For the requirements of this research, use of an aggregate production 

function is not possible. Even if time series data were available, which 

they are not, there are problems inherent with this type of function. For 

example, the gross revenue function of all fisherman will be affected by 

weather, oceanographic conditions such as upwelling, water temperature and 

fishery regulations. These are exogenous factors and will change through 

time. Problems would also be caused by inflation and changes in techno- 

logical efficiency over time. 

The properties of the average production function make its use for 

this research appropriate. It is estimated from cross-sectional data 

and is a representative function for a group of firms. For a given level 

of output, there will be a number of firms using different combinations 

of inputs to produce that output. These firms are points along a produc- 

tion isoquant. The average production function is estimated through the 

mean levels of inputs across all production isoquants. 

There will be a distribution of firms about the estimated mean level 

of inputs on the production isoquants. The less variation about this 

estimated mean, the more representative is the estimate. Grouping the 

firms, or disaggregating the sample into smaller units is an attempt to 

investigate whether there are groupings of observations along the produc- 

tion isoquants that can better estimate production relationship than the 

whole sample. Disaggregation into groups of firms having similar produc- 

tion characteristics would be the most likely method of testing this prob- 

ability. The two methods used for disaggregation of the sample of fishing 

firms will be discussed later in this chapter. 
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Characteristics of the Production Function 

A selection of the functional form with which to estimate a produc- 

tion function cannot be made prior to the process of statistically deter- 

mining what is the best fit of the data. A priori reasoning and review 

of similar research efforts will allow some expectation however, of the 

appropriate functional form which incorporates the desired characteristics. 

An explicit functional form has inherent mathematical characteristics 

or properties. To some extent, economic theory will indicate which pro- 

perties an estimated production function should have. Some of the econ- 

omically important characteristics are: 

1. elasticity of production, 

2. elasticity of substitution, 

3. returns to scale. 

It can be expected that a production function will satisfy the law of 

diminishing marginal productivity. This states that the marginal produc- 

tivity of an input will eventually decline as its use is increased, all 

other inputs held constant. A local measure of the proportionate rate of 

change of an output (Y) with respect to a change in a given input CX-j) 

is called the elasticity of production. It is defined as: 

8Y  X-i _ MPXj 
<1 " = 3X7 -f    =    APxt t14) 

An example of diminishing marginal productivity for an input is shown 

in Figure 3. 
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Figure 3.    Diminishing Marginal   Productivity (constant). 

At a low use of inputs Xi, the marginal  product of each unit is relatively 

large, and constantly decreases as the use of Xi  increases, approaching 

zero as the use of Xi becomes relatively large. 

The substitutability of inputs for one another is measured locally 

by the elasticity of substitution.    It is a ratio of the proportionate 

change in the ratio of factor inputs to the proportionate change in the 

ratio of marginal  products.    It is defined as: 

d InCXg/Xi) _ d MXz/Xi) 
G " d £n(MPy /MPy  )  " d £n(MRTS¥        ) 

Xi X^ Xi,X2 

(15) 

Assuming perfect competition and profit maximization, it has been shown in 

equation (4) that in equilibrium, the ratio of the marginal products is 

equal to the ratio of the factor prices. Therefore (15) can be rewritten 
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as: 

^ _ d InjXz/Xi) _  d(X2/Xi) / (Xz/Xj) _ (wi/w2) dCX2/Xi)       nfi» 
a " d ^ntwi/wz) " dCwa/wz] / Cwa/w2J " CXz/X,) dLwa/w2)       

uo; 

From equation C-15) ft can be seen that the elasticity of substitution 

is a measure of how rapidly factor proportions change for a change in re- 

lative factor prices. Therefore, it is a measure of curvature of the 

isoquants. 

For a given production function, the returns to scale describe the 

output response to a proportionate increase of all inputs. If output in- 

creases by the same proportion as the inputs, then the function exhibits 

constant returns to scale. If output increases by a greater proportion, 

returns are increasing, and if output increases by a smaller proportion, 

returns are decreasing. 

For a homogeneous production function, the returns to scale is equal 

to the degree of homogeneity. For the standard example production function 

Y = fCXi, X2], the function is homogeneous of degree k  if: 

fttxi, tx2) = tfef(Xi, X2) (17) 

where k  is a constant and t is any positive number. Returns to scale are 

constant if k  = 1, increasing if k >  1 and decreasing if k <  1. It is 

possible for a single production function to exhibit all three cases of 

returns to scale over different parts of its range. 

Eulers theorem states that for the production function Y = f(Xi, X2), 

if Y is homogeneous of degree k  then: 

MPxiXi + MPX2X2 = feY (18) 

Using equation O-A),  this can be divided through by Y to give: 
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Oil   + "2 = k (19) 

Equation (18) tells us that the sum of the production elasticities 

is equal to the degree of homogeneity. For the special case of a pro- 

duction function which is homogeneous of degree one (constant returns to 

scale), substituting Y = f(Xi, X2) into (18) then 

MPxaXa+ MPX2X2 = Y (20) 

This means, under the condition of constant returns to scale that if 

each input factor is paid the amount of its marginal product then the 

total product will be just exhausted. The economic profit would be zero. 

Since zero economic profit is theoretically characteristic of long-run 

equilibrium under perfect competition it was once thought that all pro- 

duction functions would have to be homogeneous of degree one to make 

economic sense. This does not have to be the case, however. Chiang tells 

us that the condition of zero economic profit in long-run equilibrium can 

be brought about by forces of competition such as entry and exit of firms, 

regardless of the specific nature of the production function actually 

2/ 
prevailing.—  In addition, Eulers theorem may not be relevant if imper- 

fect competition exists in the factor markets. In this case the costs of 

factors may not be equal to the marginal products. 

Specific Functional Forms 

Three different functional forms were considered to estimate the 

production function. Those were linear, constant elasticity of substitu- 

2/ 
—  A.C. Chiang, Fundamental Methods of Mathematical Economics (Englewood 
Cliffs, Prentice Hall, 1971), p. 407. 
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tion  (CES), and a special   case of the CES function,  the Cobb-Douglas.    A 

summary of the characteristics for each form is shown in Table 1. 

Linear Form 

Production relationships estimated using a linear functional  form 

have the advantages of being easy to calculate and interpret.    Mutliple 

regression can be used to estimate the relationship without having to trans- 

form the data.    This  becomes important if the data have a relatively large 

standard error.    The MVP of a linear production relationship is simply the 

estimated coefficients.    They are constant due to the linear function, 

therefore, it is necessary to be cautious in interpreting beyond the range 

of observed data points.    Another advantage of the linear form is that 

being non-homogeneous, it does not force estimation through the origin.    It 

does, however, force constant returns to scale which is theoretically un- 

desirable since it is rational   to operate only in the area of diminishing 

marginal  productivity.    For this reason, a linear estimation of a produc- 

tion relationship should be interpreted as a portion of the production 

function. 

Cobb-Douglas 

The Cobb-Douglas is the form most commonly used to estimate produc- 

tion function relationships.    It has the advantage of allowing constant, 

increasing or decreasing returns to scale.    It is linear in the logarithms, 

making it easy to estimate.    The coefficients of the Cobb-Douglas form are 

elasticities.    The MVP's can be estimated from the elasticities by cal- 

culating: 

MVPXi = bi j- (21) 



Table 1.  Characteristics of Production Functions, 

Functional   Form 
Production Function 

Y = ffXi,  X2) 
Elasticity of 
Substitution 

Elasticity of 
Production Parameters 

Linear Y = aXi  + aX2 oo 1 aj  = marginal 
physical   product of 
input i > 0,  i  =1, 
2 

Constant Elasticity 
of substitution 
(CES) 

Y = A(aiXi"p 

+ (l-a)X-2
P)-g/P 

1 
1+p 9 

A = scale parameter > 
0 

a = distribution      i 
parameter 

g = degree of homo- 
geneity 

p = substitution 
parameter >_ -1 

Cobb-Douglas Y  = Ax1
blX2

b2 1 bi  + bz A = scale factor > 0 
b-j  = elasticity of 

production with 
respect to input 
i  > 0,  i  = 1, 2 

SOURCE: Adapted from Intril1igator (1971) 

ro 
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where bi is the estimated regression coefficient of inputs Xi, Y and Xi 

are the geometric means of the dependent variable and inputs Xi respec- 

tively. 

The Cobb-Douglas form does have some drawbacks.    It forces estimation 

through the origin and does not allow the quantity of any input to be 

zero.    The latter drawback is caused by the transformation into logarith- 

mic form,  the logarithm of zero being minus infinity.    Both of these 

could be limitations in this research application.    Another drawback is 

that the Cobb-Douglas form forces constant elasticity of substitution 

equal to one.    It is not known how serious this limitation is.    Griliches 

and Ringstad found that in estimating production functions in manufacturing 

that they could not produce any strong evidence to reject the Cobb-Douglas 

form in that they could not detect much significant deviation from the 
3/ assumed value of one for the elasticity of substitution.—     Another 

possible constraint is that the Cobb-Douglas is not capable of allowing 

successive areas of increasing or decreasing returns because the elasti- 

city of production is assumed to be constant over the range of inputs.    It 

is expected that firms would rationally operate in stage II, which has 

constantly decreasing marginal  productivity, so /this constraint is not a 

problem.    Lastly, enthusiasm for estimating returns to scale from the sum 

of the coefficients should be tempered somewhat.    It has been suggested by 

Griliches that such estimates of returns to scale will be biased if the 

4/ model  contains specification errors.—     He tells us that in empirical 

3/ — Zvi  Griliches and V.  Ringstad,  Economies of Scale and the Form of the 
Production Function  (Amsterdam:    North-Holland, 1971), pp.  91-92. 

4/ — Zvi Griliches, "Specification Bias in Estimates of Production Func- 
tions", Journal of Farm Economics, XXIX, No. 1 (February 1957), p. 8. 
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estimation, it is common to exclude variables, and to accept approximation 

and aggregations which lead to specification bias. Returns to scale will 

be underestimated if a variable is excluded which varies less than pro- 

portionally with included inputs and will be overestimated if the reverse 

is true. 

CES Form 

The constant elasticity of substitution form has the advantage of 

allowing the elasticity of substitution to take a value of ^—, where p 

is a substitution parameter greater than or equal to minus one. There is 

some controversy about the importance of this property in estimating pro- 

duction functions. For example, a study by Comitini and Huang concluded 

that for halibut fishermen, "the results of the CES-type functions em- 

ploying individual cross-sections data seem to indicate that the Cobb- 

5/ Douglas function is appropriate for the industry".-  Because the ongoing 

controversy about the use of the CES form in empirical estimation is not 

resolved, and because past research indicates that the Cobb-Douglas re- 

sults are similar, production functions were not estimated using the CES 

form. 

Single Equation Estimation 

All production functions were estimated by using least squares, 

single equation methods rather than a more complicated system such as a 

simultaneous equation model. It has been suggested by Heady that single 

equation estimations of production functions have generally been found to 

—  Salvador Comitini and David Huang, "A Study of Production and Factor 
Shares in the Halibut Fishing Industry", Journal of Political Economy 
(August 1967), p. 372. 
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be as logical and meaningful in an economic sense as those derived by the 

use of a simultaneous equation model. His reasoning states that: 

"Except for a few minor interyear exceptions, it 
appears that inputs can be considered purely as 
exogenous variables in their effect on output. 
In these cases (production function estimations) 
we are concerned with the quantitative effect of 
input on output, once decision has been made to 
use a particular magnitude of input, rather than 
with the decision-making process leading to a 
particular input level".2/ 

It was decided that a single equation model was appropriate for this 

research problem. Estimation of a more complex simultaneous system would 

also require data which are not available. 

The Data - Description of the Survey 

Data for this research was obtained from a survey of Oregon commercial 

fishermen. The survey was necessary because the data necessary for the 

estimation of production functions were not otherwise available. Before 

a survey could be formulated, however, it was necessary to choose the 

variables which were to be included. The variables were chosen on the 

basis of several criteria, which were: 

1. Variables suggested by theory. 

2. Use in similar research efforts. 

3. Measurability of the variable - is it possible to quantify? 

—  Earl 0. Heady and John L. Dillon, Agricultural Production Functions 
(Ames, Iowa State University Press, 1961), p. 584. 
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4. Identification of the variable - is it a production input 

or output? 

5. Is the variable necessary - is it already measured by 

another variable? 

6. Accessibility - are we asking something which the fishing 

firm will know or will be able to easily obtain? If not, 

there will be a reduced incentive to complete the survey. 

The time period, where applicable, was the 1979 calendar year. The 

variables which were included in the survey were as follows: 

GROSS A measure of output of the fishing firm was specified to be the 

gross revenue (price of fish times ex-vessel price). The units 

are in dollars. 

SPECIE  This variable provides an indication of the fishery Cor fisheries) 

each fishing firm participated in during 1979. The fisheries 

are salmon gillnet, salmon troll, crab, black cod, tuna, shrimp, 

bottomfish, and other. 

LENGTH  This variable is the overall length of the fishing boat.  It is 

a proxy for size of the vessel, and the units are in feet. 

MDRIVE  The horsepower of the main drive engine is measured by MDRIVE. 

The units are in horsepower. 

FTYPE   This variable specifies the type of fuel used: gasoline or 

dfesel. 
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THP    Th.e total horsepower of th.e vessel is measured By THP. The 

units are in horsepower. 

HOLDCAP This is a measure of the hold capacity of the vessel. The units 

are in tons. 

FUELCON This variable measures the amount of fuel consumed in all 

fishery operations in 1979, measured in gallons. 

MANDAYS The amount of labor utilized in production is measured by MANDAYS. 

It was calculated by multiplying the number of days fished in 

each fishery times the respective number of crew. The units are 

in man days of labor. 

YEARSEX This variable measures the experience of the skipper in years. 

It is included as a proxy for skill. 

CAPIEL  Capital investment in electronic gear is measured by CAPIEL. It 

was defined as the total cost of all electronic gear aboard. The 

units are in dollars. 

CAPIDG  Capital investment in deck gear is measured by CAPIDG. It is 

defined as the total cost of the deck gear (e-g-> gurdeys, 

winches, cranes, etc.) aboard. The units are in dollars. 

A survey form and cover letter is shown in Appendix A. 

The Survey 

A file was obtained from the Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife 

providing a mailing list of all fishing firms licensed to fish in 1979. 

This was considered to be the population. A survey, along with a cover 
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letter (see Appendix A) was mailed to each of the 4,462 fishing firms, 

with a follow-up mailing to those from whom surveys were not yet received 

made three weeks later.    The responses are shown in Table 2.    Forty-five 

percent of the total  population were returned surveys.    The final  number 

of survey respondents coded for analysis was 1,613 or 36 percent of the 

population.    This will  be referred to hereafter as the sample. 

Statistically it is not necessary,  in estimating production rela- 

tionships,  for the survey results to have even representation of the 

population.    Nevertheless, the survey results do appear to be representa- 

tive of the population  (Tables 3 and 4).    The population and survey sample 

were divided into distributions of ten foot lengths and compared.    It can 

be seen from Table 4 that the survey sample is a relatively even represen- 

tation of the population as measured by boat length parameter. 

Disaggreqation of the Data 

In order to investigate the effect of disaggregatfon on the esti- 

mated production functions, the sample was disaggregated by two alternate 

methods. 

The first, most likely, method was to divide the sample into compo- 

nents by the fishery  (or fisheries) in which the firm participated in 1979. 

The summary of this disaggregation is shown in Table 5 for all  of the 

1,613 fishing firms in the sample.    It can be seen that many of the pos- 

sible combinations have very few firms.    For the purpose of grouping firms 

for regression analysis, several of the combinations were grouped by the 

criteria of participation in similar fisheries.    The rationale for this 

method of disaggregation is to separate fishing firms by their income 

capability.    That is, this disaggregation will  test the hypothesis that 
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Table 2.    Suniraary of Survey Respondents. 

Surveys Mailed Out 4,462 

Respondents 

1. Returned undeliverable 125 

2. Returned too late for inclusion 49 

3. Surveys received and coded 1,613 

4. Survey received but incomplete or did 
not fish 1979 210 

= 45 percent of population 

TOTAL        1,997 
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Table 3. Distribution by Boat Length for the Population. 

Number        Percent 
Of Of 

Length Boats Total 

8.9 

47.4 

20.4 

12.2 

5.1 

2.4 

2.3 

.5 

.1 

11 * 20 397 

21 - 30 2,114 

31 - 40 9.12 

41 - 50 544 

51 - 60 226 

61 - 70 108 

71 - 80 101 

81 - 90. 25 

91 -. 100 5 

101 - 110 1 

121 - 130 1 

161 - 170 2 

Missing values 26 

TOTAL 4,462 100.0 

Cuimiilative 
Percent 

8.9 

56.3 

76.7 

88.9 

94.0 

96.4 

98.7 

99.3 

99.4 

100.0 

SOURCE:    Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife, 1979   vessel   license 
file. 

This  number includes four boats which were listed more than 
once, and 22 for which the length was not known. 
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Table 4. Distribution by Boat Length for the Survey Respondents, 

Length 
CFeet] 

Percent Cummulative 
Number       of Percent 

of        Total of 
Respondents  Respondents Respondents 

Respondents 
as a Percent 
of Population 

11 - 20 126 7.8 7.8 31.7 

21 - 30 838 52.0 59.8 39.6 

31 - 40 312 19.3 79.1 34.2 

41 - 50 190 11.8 90.9 34.9 

51 - 60 75 4.6 95.5 33.2 

6.1 - 70 28 1.7 97.3 25.9 

71 - 80 35 2.2 99.4 34.6 

81 - 90 9 .6 100.0 36.0 

TOTAL 1,613 100.0 

SOURCE: Commercial Fisherman Survey, March 1980. 

1) Calculated by dividing the number of boats in each length 
category by the total number of boats in the equivalent 
length category in Table 2. 
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Table 5. Sample Disaggregated by Specie(s) Fished. 

Group 
Number Species Fished 

Number of 
Boats 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 

. 51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 
69 
70 
71 
72 
73 

crab, 
crab, 
crab, 

Salmon gillnet, salmon troll, crab, tuna.. 
Salmon gillnet, salmon troll, crab, other. 
Salmon gillnet, salmon troll, crab  
Salmon gillnet, salmon troll, tuna  
Salmon gillnet, salmon troll, other  
Salmon gillnet, salmon troll  
Salmon gillnet, crab  
Salmon gillnet, tuna, bottomfish  
Salmon gillnet, tuna  
Salmon gillnet, bottomfish, other  
Salmon gillnet, bottomfish  
Salmon gillnet, other  
Salmon gillnet. 
Salmon trol 
Salmon trol 
Salmon trol 
Salmon trol 
Salmon trol 
Salmon trol 
Salmon trol 
Salmon trol 
Salmon trol 
Salmon trol 
Salmon trol 
Salmon trol 
Salmon trol 
Salmon trol 
Salmon trol 
Salmon trol 
Salmon trol 
Salmon trol 
Salmon trol 
Salmon trol 
Salmon trol 
Salmon trol 
Salmon trol 
Salmon trol 
Salmon trol 
Salmon trol 
Salmon trol 
Salmon trol 
Salmon trol 
Salmon trol 
Salmon trol 
Salmon trol 

crab, blackcod, tuna, bottomfish... 
crab, blackcod, tuna  
crab, blackcod, shrimp, bottomfish. 
crab, blackcod, bottomfish  
crab, blackcod, other  
crab, blackcod  

tuna, shrimp, bottomfish  
tuna, bottomfish, other  
tuna, bottomf1sh  

crab, tuna, other  
crab, tuna  
crab, shrimp, bottomfish  
crab, shrimp  
crab, bottomfish, other  
crab, bottomfish  
crab  
blackcod, tuna, bottomfish  
blackcod, tuna  
blackcod, shrimp, bottomfish  
blackcod, bottomfish, other  
blackcod, bottomfish  
blackcod  
tuna, shrimp, bottomfish, other  

shrimp  
bottomfish, other  

tuna, bottomfish  
tuna, other  
tuna  
shrimp, bottomfish  
bottomfish, other  
bottomfish  
other  

tuna, 
tuna. 

Salmon trol1  
Crab, blackcod, tuna  
Crab, blackcod, shrimp, bottomfish. 
Crab, blackcod, bottomfish  
Crab, blackcod  
Crab, tuna  
Crab, shrimp, bottomfish  
Crab, shrimp  
Crab, bottomfish  
Crab, other  
Crab  
Blackcod, tuna, other  
Blackcod, tuna  
Blackcod, shrimp, bottomfish. 
Blackcod, shrimp  
Blackcod, bottomfish  
Blackcod  
Tuna, shrimp, bottomfish  
Tuna, bottomfish, other  
Tuna, bottomfish  
Tuna, other  
Tuna  
Shrimp, bottomfish  
Shrimp, other  
Shrimp  
Bottomfish, other  
Bottomfish  
Other  

20 

23 
115 

8 
6 
1 
6 
1 
5 
1 
1 

13 
1 

43 
3 
5 
4 

35 
50 

4 
6 
1 
1 
6 
4 
1 
1 
2 

34 
6 

109 
3 
1 

171 
5 

768 
1 
1 
1 
5 
3 
5 
7 
1 
1 

12 
1 
2 
2 
1 
7 

12 
1 
1 
2 
2 

18 
9 
1 

15 
1 

14 
6 

TOTAL 1,613 

SOURCE:    Commercial  Fisherman Survey,   1979. 
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a firm with a salmon troll  boat for example has a different production 

function from a firm with a boat having different characteristics and 

gear such as a shrimp or bottomfish boat.    In addition to separation by 

fishery, firms were also split into classfffcations by engine fuel  type 

(gasoline or diesel) to determine if this grouping also provided signi- 

ficantly different estimated production functions than the whole sample. 

The second method of disaggregation was to group the sample into 

sub-fleets by boat length.    The numbers of firms in each sub-fleet is 

shown in Table 6.    This disaggregation will  test the hypothesis that firms 

in the different length sub-fleets have significantly different produc- 

tion functions, compared with the total  samples with all   firms included. 

Estimating the Fuel   Needs of the Oregon Fishing Firms 

A second objective of this research is to determine whether or not 

a statistical  relationship can be estimated which will   predict fuel  use 

in terms of boat characteristics for the fishing firms operating in 

Oregon. 

On May 15, 1979, the Department of Energy enacted Special  Rule No.  9 

to Part 211, Subpart A of the Mandatory Petroleum Regulations which pro- 

vided that the fishing industry was guaranteed 100 percent of their fuel 

requirements through July 31, 1979.    Under this unusual market situation, 

there was a shortage of fuel  available for fishermen.    Figure 4 depicts 

this situation. 

A hypothetical  demand function for fuel  is represented by D in 

Figure 4.    The original   Cpre-spring 1979)  supply function for fuel   is Sj, 

which was shifted back to Sz  by fuel  production cutbacks and government 

regulation.    The pre-shortage equilibrium position was quantity Qi at 
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Table 6. Sample Disaggregated by Boat Length. 

Length No. of Boats 

11 - 20 ft. 126 

21 - 30 ft. 838 

31 - 40 ft. 312 

41 - 50 ft. 190 

51 - 60 ft. 75 

61 - 70 ft. 28 

71 - 80 ft. 35 

81 - 90 ft. 9 

TOTAL 1,613 

SOURCE: Commercial Fisherman Survey, 1979. 
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Price of 
Fuel 

Quantity of Fuel 

Figure 4.  Conditions for Fuel Shortage to Fishermen. 
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price Pi. When the supply function was shifted hack, the new equilibrium 

position would normally be Qz supplied at price P2. Federal crude oil 

price regulations in effect restricted the price to Pa, where Q3 of fuel 

was demanded by fishermen, which is only slightly less than Qi. The 

amount fuel suppliers were willing to place on the market at price P3 is 

Qa'. The difference between Q3 and Q3' is the "fuel shortage". 

Since under these special market conditions, commercial fishermen 

were guaranteed 100 percent of their fuel needs, there was interest ex- 

pressed by fishermen's groups and government officials to determine the 

fuel requirements of the commercial fleet. As an initial response to this 

interest, an unfunded study was undertaken to determine if a statistical 

relationship between fuel use and boat characteristics could be esti- 

mated.-  The data used in this research was from a 1973 survey of 374 

Oregon commercial fishermen by the OSU marine extension agents. The con- 

clusion of this paper was that it would be possible to estimate such a 

statistical relationship but that better data were required. This sec- 

tion of the current project is a continuation of the previous research. 

The methodology to estimate fuel needs was to use data from the 1979 

survey to estimate fuel consumption per year using boat characteristics 

as independent variables. With this estimated relationship, the boat 

characteristics for all fishing firms in Oregon can be used to calculate 

an estimate of fuel requirements. This relationship is not intended to 

be an estimate of the demand for fuel by fishermen, as it includes no 

variable which would reflect changes in amount demanded from a change in 

prices of fuel. What it does provide is an estimate of fuel requirements. 

—  Jim Richardson and Frederick J. Smith, "The Fuel Crisis and the 
Oregon Commercial Fisherman", Department of Agricultural and Resource 
Economics, Oregon State University, August 1979 (unpublished paper). 
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assuming that all other factors which would affect the amount of fuel 

used by fishermen  (price of fuel, days fished, etc.) remain constant. 
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CHAPTER IV 

EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS 

A Brief Review of Similar Research 

There is a great body of empirical research in the area of production 

economics which is easily available for reference, therefore it would not 

be feasible or useful to recount much of the literature. It was decided 

instead to review briefly several research studies specifically pertaining 

to the application of production theory to the fisheries. This approach 

will in no way be exhaustive but will provide some precedent for this re- 

search and allow comparisons with past work. 

A research project completed in 1975 by Smith et.al.— estimated 

production functions for salmon and crab fishing fleets in Alaska. The 

data for this study came from a survey of fishermen conducted by the 

Alaska Commercial Fisheries Entry Commission. Using this cross-section 

data, Cobb-Douglas production functions were estimated with gross returns 

as the dependent variable and age of vessel, keel length, engine horse- 

power, men on the vessel, weeks fished and operating capital as independent 

variables. The production function estimation is only one part of this 

project and does not receive a great deal of analysis. There are, how- 

ever, some interesting results. 

The production functions were estimated by area subfleets CAlaska 

Department of Fish and Game designations) for the salmon seine fishery, 

the drift net fishery, the king crab/tanner crab fishery, the salmon 

—  Fred J. Smith, et.al.. Profitability Analysis for Alaska Fishing 
Businesses, Corvallis, Department of Agricultural and Resource Economics, 
March 1975. 
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troll fishery, and the salmon set net fishery. Productfon functions were 

also estimated for total number of boats operating within each fishery. 

It would be expected, given the variable specification, that with 

the exception of age of the vessel, the correlation coefficients for the 

variables would be positive. There are, however, a number of negative 

correlation coefficients for different variables. The most consistently 

significant variable is weeks fished, which has a positive coefficient in 

all cases as would be expected. 

Coefficients among several of the other variables change across 

fleets and even across subfleets within the same fleet which would not 

be expected. For example, among the four subfleets for salmon seiners, 

the coefficient for engine horsepower is negative for the Southeastern 

and Prince William Sound/Cook inlet subfleets and positive for the Kodiak 

and the Chignik/South Peninsula areas. Since these are similar boats 

facing similar fishing conditions, the changes in sign of the coefficients 

does not seem reasonable. There are several possible reasons for these 

unexpected results such as problems with specification of variables or a 

problem of multicollinearity among the independent variables. 

The R2 values obtained from the estimated functions are quite high 

for cross-section estimation. The lowest estimated R2 is .54 and the 

highest is .91. It appears though, that much of the variation is being 

explained by a single variable. Eight out of 21 equations estimated have 

only one significant C90 percent or greater probability) independent vari- 

able. One equation has an R2 value of .57 with no variables significant. 

With this type of model, it is not surprising to have unexpected signs on 

coefficients. 

Part of the estimation problem may be in the degree of disaggregation 
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of the data. Many of the subfleets have 20 or fewer boats. This problem 

will be discussed further in this chapter. 

The second study reviewed was by the Alaska Commercial Fisheries 

2/ 
Entry Commission.—' This study compiled a great deal of fisheries data 

and also estimated production functions among various subfleets. The 

subfleets were made up of groups of boats fishing for crab and shrimp, 

by location and by fishery. Gross earnings were used as the dependent 

variable, with independent variables of: the year the boat was built, 

the live tank capacity, the engine horsepower, the variable costs in- 

curred in fishing, the number of trips, and the number of crew. Both Cobb- 

Douglas and an alternative linear functional form were estimated, with the 

log-linear form being reported as a better fit. It is apparent that the 

estimation of the production functions was done with careful attention, 

yet similar problems to the previously cited study are apparent. There 

are several equations estimated, having R2 values of .86, .75, and .77 

which have only one independent variable out of the six significant to 

at least the 90 percent probability level. There is also one equation 

estimated with no significant variables which has an R2 value of .81. The 

signs of some coefficients of similar subfleets are different which is 

difficult to explain. For example, between the small shrimp vessel sub- 

fleet and the large shrimp vessel subfleet, the sign of the coefficient 

for variable costs changes, with coefficients significant to the 90 percent 

and 95 percent probability level respectively. 

Some of the problems may be related to specification bias. However, 

it is also likely that the degree of disaggregation has also contributed 

2/ 
—     Lewis Queirolo,  et.al., Alaska Shellfish Bio-Economic Data Base,  Juneau, 
Alaska  Commercial  Fisheries Limited Entry,  1976. 
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to the inconsistent results obtained. The largest sample size is 32 boats 

and the smallest is nine boats. The review of this study points out that 

disaggregation into a small fleet category may not be the appropriate 

method for production function estimation. 

3/ A study by Liao and Stevens- estimated a production relationship 

for two subfleets, crab and non-crab fisheries, from cross-section data 

on Oregon fishermen in 1972. The dependent variable specified was value 

of landings with independent variables of labor in man days, operating 

capital and boat capital. Both equations estimated had all coefficients 

positive and significant to at least 90 percent probability. The R2 

values for the crab and non-crab fleets were .52 (n=37) and .84 ln=Z9) 

respectively. It might be suggested that there would be additional (or 

perhaps other) variables which could be included in the models. However, 

the estimates do have the correct signs on the coefficients, have a high 

degree of significance, and have reasonable R2 values. 

Marginal value products were calculated for the variables in the two 

models and compared with some estimated marginal factor costs. The con- 

clusion was made that it appears as if operating capital and boat capital 

appear to be efficiently utilized between crab and non-crab fisheries. It 

was suggested that at a marginal factor cost of $30, the value of non-crab 

landings would increase if more labor were used. 

A general comment on the validity of the results is that inference 

from such a small sample size to the population of fishing firms in Oregon 

is a somewhat heroic assumption. 

3/ —  David S. Liao and Joe B. Stevens, Oregon's Dungeness Crab Fishery: An 
Economic Analysis of Productivity and Profitability COregon Sea Grant 
Publication ORESU-T-75-005, September 1975). 
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A large number of other studies were reviewed during the process of 

researching methodology for this project (see bibliography),  but the 

above studies provide an adequate representation.    The main points learned 

from the review were that variable specification is very important, not 

only in being able to estimate production relationships,  but in the 

ability of the researchers to interpret the results.    A second point is 

that the statistical  results are less satisfactory using disaggregation 

of the sample.    A last and somewhat related point is that it may not be 

particularly useful  from a theoretical  standpoint to try to estimate 

production functions based on a very small  proportion of the total   popu- 

lation.    Inference made from such estimates may only be applicable to 

a small  portion of the production relationship. 

The Cobb-Douglas Model 

Consistent with the theory developed in Chapter III, production 

functions were first estimated by Ordinary Least Squares   (OLS)  regression 

using a Cobb-Douglas  functional   form.    The log-linear specification of 

the model   is represented by: 

Y = A yil
blX2

hlX3
b3   ...  X^n£ (22) 

where Y equals the gross revenue from fishing operations in 1979 and 

Xi  - Xn equal  the independent variables,  as specified in Chapter III. 

The A is a constant term, bi - bn represent the output elasticity of 

the represented variable, and e represents the error term. 

To estimate equation  (22)  using OLS,  it was necessary to transform 

it to a form which is linear in the logarithms.    The new function is of 
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the form: 

£nY = IT\A +  ba£nXi + ba-^nXz + ... + bnlnlXn C23) 

The transformations were made to the variables specified as follows: 

LGROSS = In  (gross revenue) 

LLENGTH = In  (length of boat) 

LMAIN = In  (horsepower of main drive engine) 

LTHP = In  (total boat horsepower) 

LHOLD = In  (hold capacity) 

LFUEL = In  (fuel consumed in 1979) 

LMAN = In  (man days of labor) 

LYEARS = In  (years fishing experience of skipper) 

LCAPEL = In  (capital investment in electronic gear) 

LCAPDG = In  (capital investment in deck gear). 

The correlation coefficients for these variables are shown in Table 7. 

It is expected that all of the coefficients would be positive which in 

fact they turned out to be. It should be noted that the total number of 

observations used in the regression calculations is 1,268. The difference 

from the 1,613 observations in the sample is due to incomplete information 

received. Blanks in the survey forms were coded as missing values. In 

calculations, when variables with missing values were encountered, the 

entire observation was deleted, consistent with generally accepted 

3/ statistical practice.—' 

—  See SPSS manual, subprogram regression, option 1 (default option) for 
elaboration. 



Table 7.    Correlation Coefficients Among Independent Variables of the Full  Model;    Log-Linear Form. 

LGROSS LLENGTH LTHP LHOLD LFUEL LMAN LYEARS LCAPEL LCAPDG 

LLENGTH .60192 

LTHP .24053 .36966 

LHOLD .50260 .70684 .25064 

LFUEL .72956 .75829 .43661 .57686 

LMAN .69440 .59748 .22908 .48763 .79535 

LYEARS .30336 .31111 .14395 .33798 .31058 .21678 - 

LCAPEL .39243 .52293 .29174 .39524 .52819 .39614 .21720 

LCAPDG .32066 .38817 .32799 .36902 .43295 .31876 .20868 .58713 

LMAIN .23913 .38572 .85033 .21645 .46265 .23397 .15402 .32115 .35152 

en 
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All of the variables specified were included in this model with two 

exceptions. LMAIN was left out of the model. In the original specifica- 

tion of the variables, LMAIN was included separately from LTHP because it 

was considered that especially among the larger boats, the two could differ 

significantly. This did not turn out to be the case. The correlation 

coefficient between LMAIN and LTHP is the full model is .85, and for 

subfleets A, B, and C it is .90, .97, and .78, respectively. It was de- 

cided to drop LMAIN and use only LTHP since they both measure the same 

parameter and are not significantly different. The second variable to be 

dropped from the model was LHOLD. To a large extent, LHOLD and LLENGTH 

measure a similar parameter, the physical size of the boat. When both 

variables are in the model, LLENGTH is not significant and the coefficient 

also has a sign opposite to that when LHOLD is left out. It seemed 

reasonable to drop one of the variables from the model. LLENGTH was chosen 

to remain for a couple of reasons. One reason is that length is easily 

measured and it is felt that the data are more accurate for this variable 

than for LHOLD. Also, the variable LHOLD has a large number of zero ob- 

servations, which presents a problem for the Cobb-Douglas specification. 

The results of the regression of the variables is shown in Table 8. 

The full model, with observations from all fishing firm respondents in- 

cluded was the first one estimated, and is listed in the first column. 

Table 8 also shows the results from the disaggregation of the full 

model into subfleets. The subfleets were separated into groups which 

would likely have similar fishing operations. Subfleet A is made up of 

all firms wfth "big" boats. They participate in the shrimp, bottomfish, 

black cod, and crab fisheries. Subfleet B is made up of firms having 

salmon, salmon combination, tuna and tuna combination boats which use 



Table 8.    Regression Estimates of Production Relationships:    Log-Linear Form. 

Variable 
Full Model (n = 1268) 

Estimated Coefficients 
Subfleet A-' 

Estimated Coefficients Estimated Coefficients 
Subfleet C-' 

Estimated Coefficients 

LGROSS 

Ln A (constant) 

LFUEL 

LMAN 

LYEARS 

LLENGTH 

LTHP 

LCAPOS 

LCAPEL 

Adjusted R' 

Sum of b('s 

dependent variable 

.7944 

.5936*** 

.5913*** 

.1735*** 

.6374*** 

-.1781*** 

.0104 

-.0056 

.58 

1.8225 

1.3765 

.4257*** 

.6292*** 

.0950 

.3083 

-  .1090 

4/ 

.1847 

.73 

'1.5339 

3.8553 

.6620*** 

.3307*** 

.1236** 

.1913 

-  .3386*** 

.0170 

.0276 

.64 

1.0136 

- .8884 

.7158*** 

.5600*** 

.1875*** 

.7907* 

- .0484 

.0076 

- .0302 

.32 

2.1830 

a/ Subfleet A consists of firms from groups 72, 71, 70, 69, 68, 62, 61, 60, 59, 56, 55,  54, 53, 52, 59, 49, and 48 as defined in Table 5 (n ■ 78). 

Subfleet 8 consists of firms from groups 46, 44,  41, 39, 29, 28, and 24 as defined in Table 1 and use diesel  fuel  (n - 370). 

-'    Subfleet C consists of all   firms with gasoline fueled boats (n = 723) 

-     The subfleet equations were estimated using stepwise regression to determine the order of the variables entering the model.    The Indicated 
variable did not enter due to insufficient f level. 

* f significance to 90 percent probability. 
** f significance to 95 percent probability. 

*** f significance to 99 percent probability. 

00 
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diesel fuel. Subfleet C is made up of all firms with boats which are 

powered by gasoline engines. From the characteristics boats participating 

in these fisheries are known to have, according to the past experience of 

the author, it is reasonable to expect that firms within these subfleets 

would have similar production functions. 

Interpreting the Results 

In the full model, five of the seven variables have an f significance 

of 99. percent, the two remaining variables being LCAPDG and CLAPEL. The 

f statistic for each variable tests the hypothesis Ho: bi = 0 against 

Ha: bi f  0. Therefore, we can reject Ho at the 99 percent confidence 

level for the coefficients of LFUEL, LMAN, LYEARS, LLENGTH, LTHP. The 

f test for the two remaining variables LCAPDG and LCAPEL does not mean 

that the coefficients for the variables are equal to zero. It means that 

we cannot reject Ho, given the evidence of the available data. If theory 

suggests that these variables should be included then they need not be 

excluded from the model. 

The value of the multiple correaltion coefficient CR2) in the full 

model Is .58. The value reported is for the R2 value adjusted for the 

number of independent variables in the equation and the number of obser- 

vations. The equation for calculating adjusted R2 is: 

"adj - R2 - 6^K> C1 " R2) t24> 

where K is the number of independent variables in the equation and N is 

the number of observations. 

Evaluation of the R2 value, i.e., to determine whether or not .58 

is good or bad, is somewhat of a subjective judgment. As stated by 
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Theil, the interpretation depends on the nature of the model. 

"The evaluation of the numerical value of a multiple 
correlation coefficient is a matter of comparing this value 
with those of other coefficients obtained for similar re- 
gressions. It appears that, by and large, R's tend to be 
fairly close to 1 when the underlying data are characterized 
by a considerable degree of aggregation. In our numerical 
example we have aggregation over both individuals and 
commodities because the dependent variable covers all con- 
sumers fn the Netherlands and all commodities in the im- 
portant textile group. When we consider cross-section 
data and run a regression for textile expenditure by 
individual households, we should expect an R2 which is 
much smaller, say .5 or even less. When we run a regres- 
sion for the expenditure on women's dresses by individual 
households, the R2 will generally be still smaller. The 
time period may also be important. A cross-section survey 
covering three months will usually producer lower R's than 
a survey that is carried out over a year. All these features 
reflect the fact that aggregation Cover individuals, com- 
modities, or time) tends to reduce the relative importance 
of neglected variables."!/ 

There is no absolute criterion in terms of R2 value which the model is 

required to meet to be acceptable. 

The coefficients of the independent variables from the model in 

Table 8 can be read as elasticities, as mentioned in Chapter III. For 

example, across all of the fishing firms in the sample, a firm observed to 

have a one percent higher expenditure on fuel use than another firm would 

have a ,5693 percent higher gross revenue, all else held constant. The 

coefficients Cexcluding the coefficient of the constant term) can be 

assumed to be an estimate of returns to scale. This sum in the full model 

is equal to 1.8825 which would indicate increasing returns to scale. In 

fact, the sum of the b-j's for the disaggregate models also indicate in- 

creasing returns to scale. This is a very interesting result. If correct 

it would indicate that the fishing firms are operating in an inefficient 

—  Henri Thetl, Principles of Econometrics [Hew York: Wiley, 1971), 
p. 181. 
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area of production. However, there are some problems associated with 

using the sum of the coefficients in a Cobb-Douglas production function 

to estimate returns to scale. The possible problems exist in specifica- 

tion of the variables in the model. An example of some specification 

bias is that labor is measured in the quantity of mandays and assumes 

that labor is of a homogeneous quality. Another example is that fishing 

activities are conducted in a very dynamic environment. Fishing success 

depends on the knowledge and fishing experience of the skipper and crew, 

and their ability to adjust quickly to changing physical and economic 

fishing conditions. The variable to measure this ability is the years 

of fishing experience of the skipper, which may be an incomplete indica- 

tor. The point is not to disparage the choice of variables; they were 

chosen as the best that could be obtained given the requirements of the 

project and the data that fishermen were expected to be able and willing 

to provide. Given suspected specification bias, the Cobb-Douglas esti- 

mation of a production is not suitable for estimating returns to scale. 

It would be expected that since all of the independent variables 

contribute to the production process, they would have positive signs on 

the coefficients. From Table 8 it can be seen that two variables in 

the full model, LTHP and LCAPEL have negative signs on the coefficients. 

The negative sign on LCAPEL is not as much a matter of concern as the 

negative sign on LTHP. Because of the low significance level, the co- 

efficient for LCAPEL has a fairly high probability (about 40 percent) 

of being positive, even though the estimated coefficient is negative. 

The coefficient of LTHP on the other hand, has less than a one percent 

probability of being positive. 

It is possible that there are statistical errors which may have 
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caused the negative sign of the coefficient for LTHP when the true sign 

should be positive. When the correlation coefficient is positive and the 

3 is negative in a multivariate setting may imply covariance between the 

3i's as well as possible misspecification (principally omitted variables). 

The production function estimates for the disaggregated subfleets A, 

B, and C (shown in Table 8) also have negative coefficients for some of 

the variables. The number of significant variables is fewer than for the 

full model. Subfleets A, B, and C have two, four and four variables re- 

spectively, with coefficients which are significant to at least a 90 per- 

cent level of probability. 

Production functions were also estimated for the disaggregation by 

boat length interval as defined in Table 6. The results of these estima- 

tions, which appear in Appendix C, Table 1 are statistically inferior to 

the aggregate results. The signs for the estimated coefficients (as 

seen in Table C-l) change from subfleet to subfleet, there are compara- 

tively few significant coefficients, and the R2 values are low. As a 

generalization, it would be expected that the amount of production inputs 

used by individual fishing firms would increase as the size of the boat 

increases. If the variation associated with length is taken out, as has 

been done by this method of disaggregation, the interrelationships among 

the independent variables do not have the same meaning as for the re- 

lationship among boats of different lengths. 

In summary, the production functions estimated from the Cobb-Douglas 

or log-linear functional form are inconsistent with the theory as 

developed in Chapter II. Given the reservations with the above results, 

it appeared to be appropriate to investigate an additional functional form. 
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The Linear Model 

It had been planned, as part of this research project, to estimate a 

linear approximation to the production function to compare with the re- 

sults of the log-linear estimations.    With the somewhat unsatisfactory 

results obtained from the previous functional   form, however, the linear 

form was looked on more as an alternative which could possibly provide 

better results.    There is no such thing as a linear production function 

due to the law of diminishing marginal  productivity.    It is possible 

though that a production function would have linear characteristics over 

a certain portion of its range.    Since all of the observations used to 

make the estimation of production relationships came from boats which are 

actively involved in fishing,  it is reasonable to expect that only one 

part of the production function is represented. 

As mentioned in Chapter III, the linear form forces constant returns 

to scale and also forces the elasticity of substitution to equal  infinity 

(the isoquants are straight lines).    The linear form does have two ad- 

vantages over the log-linear form.    It does not force estimation through 

the origin, and it allows zero values for the variables.    Both of these 

properties seem to be important in this application.    The linear form 

does have the additional  benefit of being simple to interpret. 

The correlation coefficients for the variables  in the full model 

(n = 1268) are shown in Table 9.    As expected, all  are positive.    The 

regression results are shown in Table 10,  for the full  model  and for the 

subfleets A, B, and C.    The regression for the full model  appears to  be 

a good estimation.    Six of the seven independent variables are signifi- 

cant to the 90 percent probability level  or greater.    The signs of the 



Table 9.    Correlation Coefficients Among Independent Variables of the Full Model:    Linear Form. 

GROSS LENGTH MDRIVE THP HOLDCAP FUELCON MANDAYS YEARSEX CAPIEL 

LENGTH .71981 

MDRIVE .42239 .43380 

THP .48411 .49965 .94654 

HOLDCAP .31860 .36101 .19985 .24445 

FUELCON .80718 .72567 .47945 .56702 .34885 

MANDAYS .71065 .65163 .31036 .34793 .25529 .66398 

YEARSEX .25367 .28735 .18462 .19894 .09125 .23272 .20201 

CAPIEL .49287 .49054 .32545 .39570 .21546 .51926 .37191 .16185 

CAPIDG .58856 .54941 .47261 .54900 .29342 .68378 .46655 .18898 .42280 

tn 



Table 10.    Regression Estimates of Production Relationships:    linear Form. 

Variable 
Full Model  (n ■= 1268) 

Estimated Coefficients 
Sub fleet A^ 

Estimated Coefficients 
Subfleet e^ 

Estimated Coefficients 
Subfleet & 

Estimated Coefficients 

GROSS 

(Intercept) 

FUELCON 

UANDAYS 

VEARSEX 

LENGTH 

THP 

CAPIDG 

CAP1EL 

Adjusted R1 

dependent variable 

-19278.3080 

4.0394*** 

99.9503*** 

153.8049** 

610.9745*** 

3.4178 

.1424* 

.1835*** 

.72 

22759.1030 

4.1430*** 

217.8745*** 

760.2584 

-    466.7617 

109.2384 

1.3907*** 

.2650 

.53 

-7790.0189 

5.4081*** 

39.6752*** 

82.0780 

426.5371*** 

-    14.0582 

.3885 

.2654* 

.49 

-4243.3763 

3.3946*** 

29.6595*** 

128.4810*** 

206.9067** 

4.5569 

.7926*** 

.0888 

.52 

-'    Subfleet A consists of firms  from groups 72. 71, 70, 69. 68. 62, 61, 60, 59, 56, 55, 54, 53, 52, 59. 49, and 48 as defined In Tables  (n ■ 78) 

Subfleet 8 consists of firms  from groups 46,  44, 41,  39, 29, 28, and 24 as defined In Table 1 and use diesel  fuel  (n = 370). 

c/ 
-  Subfleet C consists of all firms with gasoline fueled boats (n = 723). 

* f significance to 90 percent probability. 
** f significance to 95 percent probability. 

*** f significance to 99 percent probability. 

C71 
cn 
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coefficients are all positive as would be expected, and it has an R2 

value of .72.  It is important to note that there is a negative intercept 

for this function. Intuitively this makes sense. What this tells us 

is that gross revenue does not become positive until a certain level of 

inputs have been reached. A fishing firm will have to have a minimum 

level of expenditure to be in the fishing operation at all. 

The disaggregation of the full model by subfleets A, B, and C does 

not provide regression estimates which appear to be as good as the esti- 

mate for the full model. The most important difference is that in the 

subfleet estimations, some of the coefficients of the variables are nega- 

tive. Most of these negative coefficients are not significant, but the 

coefficient for CAPIDG in subfleet A is -1.3907 and significant to the 

99 percent probability level. Aside from the problem of negative co- 

efficients, the R2 value for the subfleets A, B, and C are .53, .49, and 

.52 respectively, which are significantly lower than for the full model. 

The production relationships were also estimated using the subfleet ■: 

categories by length as defined in Table 2. The results are summarized 

in Appendix C, Table 2. The results are equally as poor as for the similar 

estimation of the log-linear functions, for the same reason. That is, by 

taking the variation of production inputs to boat length away by the 

grouping by length interval, the resulting interrelationships among the 

independent variables are difficult to interpret. The signs of the co- 

efficients of variables change among different subfleets, the intercept 

changes from negative to positive, and there are other statistical 

problems. Again, while the results from this disaggregation are of little 

use, they do show the problems resulting from somewhat arbitrary data mani- 

pulation. 
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It appears then, that the best estimate of a production relationship 

is from the linear form using the entire sample (n = 1268). 

Linear Regression Through the Origin 

To investigate the importance of the constraint forcing the log- 

linear form of the model  through the origin, the linear full model was 

re-estimated, using an SPSS optional  routine which forces estimation 

through the origin.    The result from this estimation was: 

GROSS = 4.8116 FUELCON*** + 102.8247 MANDAYS*** 

+ 76.2990 YEARSEX + 114.5118 LENGTH** - 15.2813 THP** 

+  .2188 CAPIDG** +  .2358 CAPIEL*** 

(n = 1268,  R2 =  .71) 

The most important part of this result is to notice that the sign of 

the coefficient of THP is changed to a negative. It is also significant 

to the 95 percent probability level. This provides further evidence 

against the log-linear specification, and provides support for adopting 

the linear model as the best estimation. 

Regression Estimates for Fuel Requirements 

The regression estimates with fuel use as a dependent variable are 

shown in Tables 11 and 12 using log-linear and linear functional forms 

respectively. The boat characteristics presently available from the Oregon 

Department of Fish and Wildlife license file are length and horsepower, 

therefore,the first model estimated used only these two variables. Pre- 



Table 11.    Regression Estimate of Fuel  Use for all  Firms:    Log-Linear Form.-'' 

Variables Two Variable Model  , Three Variable Model All Variables Included 

1 LFUEL Dependent Variable Dependent Variable Dependent Variable 

Ln (constant) -4.6640 -3.2184 -2.9322 

LLENGTH 2.7681*** 1.5076*** 1.3049*** 

LTHP .3655*** .3553*** .3184*** 

LMAN .7005*** .6783*** 

LCAPEL .0491*** 

LYEARS .0725*** 

LCAPDG .0208** 

LHOLD - .0032 

Adjusted R2 .60 .78 .79 

a/ n = 1268 

*** f significance to 99 percent probability. 
** f significance to 95 percent probability. 



Table 12.    Regression Estimate of Fuel  Use for all  Firms:    Linear Form.-^ 

Variables Two Variable Model Three Variable Model All Variables Included 

1 FUELCON Dependent Variable Dependent Variable Dependent Variable 

(intercept) -8029.5677 -6674.1031 -4590.8059 

LENGTH 246.5459*** 160.8155*** 108.6374*** 

THP 12.6254*** 12.1812*** 6.2243*** 

MANDAYS 13.9962*** 11.3726** 

CAPIEL .58 .64 .0389*** 

YEARSEX 1.3804 

CAPID6 .1308*** 

HOLDCAP 8.1609*** 

Adjusted R2 .58 .64 .70 

-l  n = 1268 

*** f significance to 99 percent probability. 
** f significance to 95 percent probability. 
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5/ 
vious research— suggests that in addition to these two variables, a 

measure of effort is also required to better estimate fuel use. The 

second model estimated, therefore, included independent variables for 

length, horsepower and also mandays of labor. As an indicator of the 

relative importance of cither independent variables, a third model was 

estimated using all independent variables. 

The regression results indicate that there is little difference be- 

tween the two variable model using either the log-linear or linear func- 

tional form. In both models, the estimated coefficients for length and 

total horsepower are significant to the 99 percent probability level, 

and the R2 values are .60 and .58 respectively. When the variable for 

mandays of labor is introduced, also significant to the 99 percent level 

in both forms of the model, the R2 value increased to .78 and .64 respec- 

tively. The third model with all of the variables included (six of which 

were significant to the 95 percent or greater probability level in both 

functional forms) further increased the R2 values of the respective models 

to .79 and .70. 

Further consideration of the application of the models using each 

functional form to predict fuel use yielded the conclusion that the log- 

linear form significantly underestimated fuel use. This can be illustrated 

by comparing the mean level of fuel use for all firms in the sample. The 

geometric mean, from the log-linear specification is In  6.6456 which is 

equal to 769 gallons per year per firm. The arithmetic mean from the 

linear specification is 2390 gallons per year per firm. Both means are 

5/ —  Jim Richardson and Frederick J. Smith, "The Fuel Crisis and the Oregon 
Commercial Fisherman", Corvallis, Department of Agricultural and Resource 
Economics, Oregon State University, August 1979 (unpublished paper). 
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calculated from the same data.    The difference is that due to a fairly 

high standard deviation in the observed levels of fuel  use per firm, the 

geometric mean has a downward bias.    For this reason, the use of the 

linear models are appropriate even though they have a lower R2 compared 

with log-linear models. 

To investigate whether or not the regression estimate for fuel  use 

is different for firms having diesel  or gasoline engined boats, the models 

were re-estimated after being divided into groups of firms using each 

fuel  type.    The results are shown in Tables 13, 14,  15, and 16.     For the 

diesel  fuel  grouping, a higher R2 was obtained using both the log-linear 

and linear forms of the models estimating fuel  use, compared with the un- 

grouped estimates.    The opposite was true for the grouping of firms using 

gasoline engined boats.    The R2 values were lower for both the log-linear 

and linear forms of the models estimating fuel  use, compared with the un- 

grouped estimates.    This result indicates that the relationship between 

fuel  use and the specified inputs is significantly different for firms 

having gasoline or diesel   fuel  boats. 

To some extent, the estimated equations other than the two variable 

model  are superfluous since length and horsepower are the only data for 

the population of fishing firms presently available from the Oregon Depart- 

ment of Fish and Wildlife license file.    If it is desired in the future to 

be able to make an estimate of fuel  use on the basis of fleet character- 

istics, it would be appropriate to obtain additional  data on effort and 

fuel  type. 



Table 13. Regression Estimate of Fuel Use for Firms with Diesel Fueled Boats: Log-Linear Form.-/ 
T"    ■  

Variables Two Variable Model Three Variable Model All Variables included 

1LFUEL Dependent Variable Dependent Variable Dependent Variable 

Ln A (constant) -6.9436 -5.9324 -4.0188 

LLENGTH 3.0810*** 2.1345*** 1.4399*** 

LTHP .5796*** .4230*** .3783*** 

LMAN .6866*** .6383*** 

LCAPEL .0495* 

LYEARS I .1115*** 

LCAPOG .0082 

LHOLD .1720*** 

Adjusted R2 .66 .81 .82 

— n = 545 (43 percent of sample) 

*** f significance to 99 percent probability. 
** f significance to 95 percent probability. 
* f significance to 90 percent probability. 



Table 14.    Regression Estimateof Fuel  Use for Firms with Gasoline Fueled Boats:    Log-Linear Form.-^ 

Variables Two Variable Model Three Variable Model All Variables Included 

LFUEL Dependent Variable Dependent Variable Dependent Variable 

Ln A (constant) - .8565 -2.3517 -1.8944 

LLENGTH 1.6940*** 1.4296*** 1.1809*** 

LTHP .2889*** .2344*** .1871*** 

LMAN .7124*** .6862*** 

LCAPEL .0616*** 

LYEARS .0553*** 

LCAPDG .0201* 

LHOLD 

Adjusted R2 .16 .56 .59 

—   n = 723 (57 percent of sample) 

*** f significance to 99 percent probability. 
** f significance to 95 percent probability. 
* f significance to 90 percent probability. 

CO 



Table 15. Regression Estimate of Fuel Use for Firms with Diesel Fueled Boats Linear Form.— 

Variables Two Variable Model Three Variable Model All Variables Included 

FUELCON Dependent Variable Dependent Variable Dependent Variable 

(intercept) -11780.030 -10742.676 -6038.2741 

LENGTH 273.0009*** 205.9597*** 97.7322*** 

THP 22.9034*** 20.7799*** 8.4736*** 

MANDAYS 12.7937*** 10.3692*** 

CAPIEL .0227*** 

YEARSEX 8.6172 

CAPIDG .1396*** 

HOLDCAP 78.9346*** 

Adjusted R2 .64 .68 .75 

—  n = 545 (43 percent of sample). 

*** f significance to 99 percent probability. 



Table 16. Regression Estimate of Fuel Use for Firms with Gasoline Fueled Boats Linear Form.— 

Variables Two Variable Model Three Variable Model All Variables Included 

FUELCON Dependent Variable Dependent Variable Dependent Variable 

(intercept) -797.2662 -857.0113 -818.6346 

LENGTH 45.9218*** 27.7370*** 24.9421*** 

THP 1.6394*** 1.4517*** 1,2629*** 

MANDAYS 9.7084*** 9.6182*** 

CAPI EL .0142** 

YEARSEX 2.4863 

CAPIDG .0034 

HOLDCAP -.5319 

Adjusted R2 .13 .49 .49 

—  n = 723 (57 percent of sample) 

*** f significance to 99 percent probability. 
** f significance to 95 percent probability. 
* f significance to 90 percent probability. 
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CHAPTER V 

RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 

Interpretations and Conclusions from the Regression Results 

The regression results were somewhat of a surprise to the author. 

Based on a review of production function estimation methods, it was ex- 

pected that the Cobb-Douglas Cor log-linear) functional form was appro- 

priate and also that it was necessary to disaggregate the sample into 

smaller production units. These expectations were not fulfilled. 

As shown in Chapter IV, the best statistical estimate of the produc- 

tion relationship was obtained with a linear model. A graphic depiction 

of the results obtained with the regression analysis is shown in Figure 5. 

Line A on Figure 5 represents the log-linear estimation. It starts from 

the origin and exhibits increasing returns to scale. Line B represents 

the approximation of line A obtained by linear regression through the 

origin. Both of these models have the problem of a significant negative 

coefficient for the variable THP. Line C represents the linear model, 

which provides the best estimate of the production relationship between 

gross revenue and the specified independent variables. This result in- 

dicates that the production relationship is not homogeneous. Equation (17) 

says that a function is homogeneous of degree k  if: 

fCtXa, tx2) = tfef(Xi, X2) 

where k  is a constant and t is any positive number. Multiplying the esti- 

mated linear regression by a constant will show that it is not homogeneous 

because of the intercept term. Upon reflection, the non-homogeneity is a 

positive aspect of the model. A commercial fishing operation requires a 
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Gross 
Revenue 

Production Inputs 

Figure 5. Comparison of Regression Models, 

certain amount of gearing up. Revenue is not realized from the first 

unit of expenditure on production inputs, a situation forced by the log- 

linear specification of the production function. It is apparent from the 

regression analysis that the property of non-homogeneity allows the linear 

model to better estimate the actual production relationships. 

There is some difficulty in interpreting exactly what the estimated 

production relationship means. It cannot be called a production function 

because a linear production function cannot exist due to the law of dimin- 

ishing marginal productivity. The estimated relationship might be more 

accurately called a linear approximation to a segment of the production 

function. A graphical interpretation of this estimated relationship is 

included in Appendix D. The conclusion of the graphical analysis is that 

the estimated straight isoquants are limited in range to the observations 

included in the sample. It would not be appropriate to extrapolate the 
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isoquants beyond the range of observed data points. Further, the linear 

isoquants should be interpreted only as a best approximation to the actual 

curvilinear isoquants. Similarly it would not be appropriate to extra- 

polate the production relationship linearly beyond the observed data range. 

For example, the estimated linear production relationship, line C in 

Figure 5, cannot be extrapolated below the axis of the production inputs 

(the segmented section). This section of the line has no meaning, as a 

negative gross revenue is not possible. 

Several types of fishing firm groupings were attempted in order to 

estimate production functions for firms with similar fishing operations, 

similar gear or similar boat characteristics. In general, the disaggre- 

gation did not provide as good a statistical estimate as the aggregate 

model. The disaggregated estimates by subfleets A, B, and C (defined in 

Tables 8 and 10) are groupings of boats known from past experience to have 

similar fishing operations and capabilities. Other estimates were made 

but were not reported because the subfleets A, B, and C were deemed re- 

presentative. The regression results suggest that disaggregation into 

subfleet categories is not appropriate, contrary to the standard practice. 

The studies reviewed at the beginning of Chapter IV support the case 

against disaggregation by default. The fleet disaggregation in those 

studies seems to inhibit the estimation of viable production relationships. 

This is not to say that the fishing operations of a troll, gill net or a 

shrimp dragger have identical operations or use the same fishing gear. 

These fleet divisions do exist and are separable. What is apparent from 

the regression analysis is that the best estimate of production relation- 

ships is across all of these fleet divisions. The common property nature 

of the fishery may help to explain the production function across fleet 
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divisions. Fishing firms are assumed to have free access to entry and 

exit of any particular fishery. With operational mobility and profit 

maximizing behavior, a fishing firm will fish for the species which will 

yield the greatest return to the firm. For example, if the manager (owner) 

of a single crew salmon troller decides to double his investment, he will 

likely obtain a new boat and perhaps participate in a different fishery. 

The production function estimated is for gross revenue from any fishing 

operation using the production inputs. Economic theory suggests that if 

returns to a hypothetical subfleet X were greater than the returns to 

hypothetical subfleet Z with the same value of production inputs then 

fishing firms from subfleet Z would enter the fishery subfleet X was 

participating in, until the returns to the subfleets was equal. If it 

were desired to estimate production relationships for a certain subfleet, 

then perhaps a more specific dependent variable than gross revenue would 

be appropriate. That was not the objective for this project, however, the 

observation may be useful for further research possibilities. 

The end result of the regression analysis is that the linear model 

with all of the firms included (shown in Table 10) represents the best 

estimate of the production relationship. It can be concluded therefore 

that a relationship between output (gross revenue) and production inputs 

for Oregon commercial fishing firms can be statistically determined. This 

relationship can be used to provide information on the marginal value pro- 

ducts for the different inputs. 

Marginal Value Product Analysis 

At every level of output (along each isoquant -- which can also be 

interpreted as an isorevenue line), each observation from the survey data 
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represents the amount of inputs used by a specific firm to produce that 

output. Some of the observed variation among the different amounts of 

inputs used by firms producing the same output level can be attributed to 

inputs which are fixed over the estimated period of production (one year). 

Examples of such fixed inputs are the length of the boat, capital invest- 

ment in deck gear, capital investment in electronic gear, total horsepower 

of the boat and years fishing experience of the skipper. The level of 

these inputs used by a specific firm can be changed, but not instantan- 

eously. To a certain extent, the decision of a manager of a fishing firm 

on the level of investment in production inputs will be dependent on the 

level of fixed inputs which his firm has at that point in time. 

The regression equation provides a marginal value product estimate at 

the mean level of inputs used to achieve a given level of output. The 

estimates of the marginal value products for the independent variables are 

shown in Table 17. An example will best show how to interpret these esti- 

mates. Across all of the firms in the sample, a firm observed to have 

used one more gallon of fuel than another firm would have a higher gross 

revenue by $4.04, all other levels of inputs constant between the two firms. 

The marginal value product estimates for other inputs can be interpreted 

in a similar manner. Across all firms producing a given level of output, 

the further from the mean level of inputs a particular firm is, the less 

representative the estimated marginal value product would be. It should 

be noted that the marginal value product estimate is a constant only be- 

cause the estimated function is linear (the Cobb-Douglas form is linear in 

the logarithms and therefore also has constant MVP at a point estimate as 

defined in equation (21)). It is a valid estimate only within the range 

of observed data. Beyond this range, it would be expected that the marginal 



Table 17.    Estimated Marginal  Value Products for Specified Production Inputs. 

Variable Units MVP 

FUELCON gallons of fuel 4.0394 

MANDAYS man-days fishing 99.9503 

YEARSEX years fishing experience of skipper 153.8049 

LENGTH overall  length of boat in feet 610.9745 

THP total  horsepower of boat 3.4178 

CAPIDG dollar investment - deck gear .1424 

CAPIEL dollar investment - electronic gear .1835 

SOURCE:    Estimated coefficients from regression estimation using linear model   (n = 1268). 
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value product would drop, due to the law of dfmfnfshing marginal produc- 

tivity. 

A line through the mean level of inputs at each level of output is 

an approximation of the expansion path, which was shown in Figure 1. It 

is possible though, that the estimated expansion path would be better re- 

presented by the situation shown In Figure 2, which depicts the expansion 

path for profit maximization under input restriction. For example, due 

to government regulation which restricts the fishing seasons, the pro- 

duction input MANDAYS cannot be increased beyond the regulated level. The 

point is that the estimates for the marginal value products were made under 

the physical and institutional environment which existed during 1979. 

Static Demand 

It was determined by the author that inference of static demand for 

production inputs derived from the estimated production relationship was 

of limited value, and therefore was not reported. With a linear estimate 

of the production relationship, the coefficients represent the slope of 

the demand for any particular input. Due to the characteristics of the 

linear function, the coefficient of an input will be subject to bias from 

the specification of units of that input. The following example will 

illustrate this problem. Given the function: 

Y = a + bX 

the coefficient is estimated by the formula: 

£ = ECX - X)CY - Y) 

ZCX - X)2 
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Now multiplying X by a constant factor X (in effect rescaling the units 

of X), then 

b =   UAX- AIRY - Y) 
ZCAX - AX)2 

AZ(X - X)CY - Y) 

LA(X -  X)A(X -  X) 

1 h 
A b 

Thus it can be seen that changing the units of the inputs will change the 

estimated coefficients for that input. Two different unit specifications 

for the same input would suggest different characteristics for the static 

demand for that input which is not an acceptable result. 

The conclusion made was that if information were desired on the demand 

for specific inputs, it would be appropriate to estimate the demand 

directly, rather than derive the demand from the production relationship. 

Estimated Fuel Requirements 

The two variable model explaining annual fuel consumption in terms 

of boat characteristics, estimated from the sample data on fishing firms, 

was used to estimate annual fuel consumption of the population. Data for 

the boat characteristics of the population Call fishing firms operating 

in Oregon in 1979) was obtained from the Oregon Department of Fish and 

Wildlife license file. As indicated in Chapter IV, a better estimate of 

fuel use would be possible if an additional variable for a measure of 

fishing effort co-uld be included. However, since these additional data 
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are available from the survey sample but not for the population, the 

estimate was calculated using only boat length and horsepower. 

It is important to keep in mind that this equation is the observed 

relationship (..non-causal) between fuel use and the length and horsepower 

of the boats of all of the fishing firms in the sample, all else held 

constant. Knowing this limitation, if it is assumed that the fuel use of 

the fishing firms will not be responsive to changes in other parameters 

such as price of fuel, the estimated equation can be used to predict the 

amount of fuel required by the population of Oregon commercial fishing 

firms in future years on the basis of boat characteristics. This assump- 

tion is perhaps more defensible than it first appears to be. There is a 

long period during which the production methods used by the fishing firms 

will remain relatively constant even in the event of changing parameters 

which will eventually cause a change in the production methods. As an 

example, the changing price of fuel is a parameter which will undoubtedly 

change some of the production methods presently used by fishing firms. 

The lag time is caused by the time necessary to develop and/or install 

new technology such as more efficient engines, hull design, etc. During 

this lag period, the decision will be made to fish or not to fish despite 

changes in the fuel price parameter. Since the lag time for the fleet 

of existing fishing firms is likely to be quite long, the estimated re- 

lationship between fuel use and boat characteristics in 1979 may be appli- 

cable for future years. 

The estimated two variable model {from  Table 12) using a linear form 

is: 

FUELCON = -8029.5677 + 246.5459 Length + 12.6254 THP 

CR2 = .58) 
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Using this equation to calculate the fuel use for the population [n = 

4331)— provides an estimate of 10,848,614 gallons of fuel, an average of 

2504.875 gallons per firm. The license file data does not specify type 

of fuel, so this estimate is for both gasoline and dfesel fuel. 

An estimate of total fuel use was also calculated using the log-linear 

form of the equation (from Table 11), but the linear model provides a more 

reasonable prediction. The difference between the two estimates is caused 

by the difference between the arithmetic and geometric mean. . With a large 

standard deviation in observations of fuel use among the fishing firms in 

the sample, the geometric mean will significantly underestimate fuel use, 

making the use of the log-linear model inappropriate. 

Further Research Possibilities 

There are a couple of directions for further research that can be 

suggested as a logical extension of this work. The search for a functional 

form to best estimate the production relationship could be continued. An 

example of a functional form which might be appropriate is the translog 

function of the form: 

InY  = A + a£nXi + 3£nX2 + y^nXi^nXz + 8(lnh)z  + eUnX,)2 

The translog production function is quadratic in the logarithms. It ex- 

hibits nonunitary elasticity of substitution; the isoquants can take any 

shape. Other functional forms which could be tried would include varia- 

tions from the Cobb-Douglas to allow additive relationships among independ- 

ent variables such as: 

—  The population is 4331 rather than 4462 because the Oregon Department 
of Fish and Wildlife license file had missing or Incorrect data for 131 
firms. 
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£nY = aoXiblX2
b2 + X3b3 

Departure from log-linear and linear relationships are difficult to justify 

in terms of theory. In addition, with functional forms such as the two 

shown above, statistical tests of estimated relationships are difficult. 

Nevertheless, a model estimated using a more exotic functional form such 

as the translog form could perhaps provide a better estimate of the pro- 

duction relationships. 

A second area which it would be interesting to investigate is the 

regression estimates for the different subfleets. Several attempts were 

made to estimate production relationships using different disaggregattons 

of the sample. The disaggregated production relationships were statisti- 

cally inferior to the estimations obtained using the entire sample. A 

statistical test for equality between coefficients in two identical models 

based on different data sets is the Chow test. This test would determine 

whether the estimated coefficients for the variables in the different sub- 

fleets were statistically different. 
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APPENDIX A 

COMMERCIAL FISHERMAN SURVEY AND COVER LETTER 
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240 Extension Hall 
Corvallls, OR    97331 
(503)   754-4821 

EXTENSION SERVICE University 
v*_ 

Corvallis, Oregon 97331 

January 18, 1980 

TO:    Commercial Fishing Vessel License Holder^ 

FROM:  Bob JacoWson Paul Heikkila ^ohn Faudskar 
Marine Extension Agent  Marine Extension Agent  Marine Extension Agent 
Lincoln County Coos County Tillamook County 

Daniel J. BergeTOn James B. Waldvogel Q 
Marine Extension Agent        Marine Extension Agent 
Clatsop County Curry County 

Several years ago, we distributed a questionnaire to many of you asking for 
information on the fuel use of your fishing operations. Response to that survey 
was excellent. The statistics derived from the information you provided played 
an important role in guaranteeing an adequate fuel allocation for the fishing 
industry during the past fuel crisis. 

Dr. Fred Smith, OSU marine economist who coordinated the last survey, is 
currently working with research assistant Jim Richardson on a new study.  It will 
not only update the fuel needs of the commercial fleet, but should also provide 
you with information that will be of value in analyzing the efficiency of your 
fishing operation. For example, by how much might you increase (or decrease) 
your net income with a purchase of additional electronic gear, deck gear, a 
larger engine or with a larger or smaller vessel? 

We have been assured that strict confidentiality will be maintained through- 
out the process of analyzing the data.  The survey will be destroyed once the in- 
formation is coded for the computer and information from any one fisherman will 
not be identifiable. 

The data and analysis should be completed and available to you in April 
1980.  Thank you in advance for your cooperation. 

PLEASE COMPLETE THE ENCLOSED QUESTIONNAIRE AND RETURN IT IN THE POSTAGE-PAID 
ENVELOPE. 

cag 
ENCL. 

*44 
Aqncttituffl.    Home   Economics    J-H   Youtn.   Fo'estrv.   Communny   Dove loom ont.   and   Marine   Artvisory   Programs 
j.-ogon    Stale    lJn<vef*iiy.     Unusd    Stales     Geoariment    cf    Agriculture,    and    Oregon    Counlies    coooeratinq 
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COMMERCIAL FISHERMAN SURVEY 

If you did not fish commercially in 1979, please check the following box 
and return the survey form | | 

INSTRUCTIONS: All information requested is for the 1979 calendar year.  If some 
of the information requested is not known exactly, fill in your best estimate. 

1. Please check all the species you fished in 1979 (check all that apply): 

 Salmon gillnet  Tuna 

 Salmon troll Shrimp 

Crab Bottomfish 

 Black cod               Other 

2. Please give the following characteristics for your vessel: 

(a) overall length of vessel 

 f eet. 

(b) main drive engine: 

 horsepower;     gasolineQ or dieselQ 
(check one) 

(c) Total vessel engine horsepower, including auxiliary engines 

 horsepower. 

(d) Capacity of fish hold 

 tons. 

3. Total amount of fuel consumed in fishing all operations in 1979 

 gallons. 

4. Please indicate the number of days fished and crew size for the species 
you fished in 1979. 

Number of Crew Days Fished* 

Salmon gillnet 

Salmon troll 

Crab 

Black cod 

Tuna 

Shrimp 

Bottomfish 

Other 

♦Number of days spent away  from the dock. 

5. Total years fishing experience of skipper  (both as skipper and crew) 
years. 

6. Total capital Investment in all electronic gear, i.e., loran, depth finder, 
etc. (Capital investment is the amount of money you paid for the electronic 
equipment when you bought  it.) 
 dollars. 

7. Total capital investment in deck gear, i.e., booms, winches, net reels, gurdies, 
etc.  (Do not include "wet" gear such as nets, lures, pots, lines, etc.) 
 dollars. 

8. Approximately what were your gross returns from all fishing operations in 1979? 
 dollars. (Your answer to this question is very important.  It will 

enable us to show the effect of fuel consumption, engine 
horsepower, etc., on gross revenue.) 
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APPENDIX B 

SELECTED COMMENTS FROM FISHERMEN 
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APPENDIX B 

SELECTED COMMENTS FROM FISHERMEN 

Interesting comments were received with the survey forms. Most of 

the comments were included either on the survey form itself, or as 

separate letters. Random comments were listed in this appendix provide 

some indication of the concerns of Oregon fishermen. Some of the comments 

exhibit concern for the fishing market conditions. Others suggest a 

general distrust of anything associated with a government agency. 

The number of comments received was very small compared with the 

number of surveys returned, so the attitudes represented in these comments 

should not be taken as indicative of either the majority of fishermen 

or any particular groups of fishermen. 

Comments 

Fishing time and gross limited to about 50 percent of useful cap- 

ability by  limits imposed by markets.    Severe limits by market from May 

to year end.    Limits as low as 50,000 pounds of rock fish every two weeks. 

CBottomfish fisherman 1 

The fuel used would have been more,  but due to a depressed market 

situation in November and December the boat was not in use.     If you guys 

want to do something to really help,  help us to keep out the Russians 

and stop Canadian imports of foreign fillets. 

If you want to help fishermen,  get him more fishing time/stop cheap 

foreign imports. 

Lack of market  — could not sell fish catch.     (Bottom fisherman.) 
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J would have fished more if we had a longer season.     I averaged 

1.2 gallons per engine hour.    Trailers return more fish per gallon than 

any drag boat will plus we do not destroy tons of so-called trash fish. 

You must be kidding!    Knowing that trolling is the most inefficient 

method of harvesting this resource3  do you really believe we will provide 

evidence to eliminate our livelihood? 

You best concern yourself with the destruction the drag boats cause. 

I worked as a deckhand.     The wanton waste on the drag boats makes a man 

want to cry.     We should have more hook and line fisheries and less net 

fisheries.    The destruction of fish was unbelieveablel    If this is pro- 

gress then we better re-evaluate our offshore fisheries. 

I don't know exactly what you can do with this data, but I hope you 

correlate your findings to the market price  (.price paid to the fisherman) 

of the fish to determine what is happening to the profitability of 

fishing.    Also,  I hope you include a factor to adjust for the increasing 

price of electronics — we certainly couldn't replace things for the 

price we purchased them originally.     We'll be interested to read your 

results. 

4 

This survey is too vague.    Too many variables to arrive at an 

answer that will be worth anything.    I am replacing 75 gallon/day boat 

with a 750 gallon/day boat;  however,  I certainly won't increase gross 

ten times,   lucky if double.    Yet the boat will be more efficient.    Also 

cost of wet gear is somethings a very high expense and variable in pro- 

duction. 
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Save your money; check with Weyerhauser.     They 're running the show 

in cahoots with our rotten politicians. 

Poorest year I've had.    The Columbia River is a disaster area for 

the gillnet fisherman. 

Not one bit of information from me to be passed on to Weyerhauser 

and Aqua Fish Companys. 

Why is it that on your extension service letter that you sent that 

there names sound a lot like Russian names such as:     (J) Paul Heikkila, 

(.21 John Faudscar,  and (3) James B.   Waldvogel.     I think it's about time 

you get all of them out of this country.    And I think we fishermen and 

the people of this country has had just about all we're going to take. 

Due to Pacific Management Council Regulations boat up for sale to 

Federal Government or anyone else.     Cannot make a living fishing a small 

trailer anymore.    No help from anyone for money for new larger vessel. 

Cannot produce with weather and government shut downs as they come at 

different times.     Will quit after 20 years of productivity.- 

Just give the offshore trailers more fishing days and don't give so 

much salmon to Indians and foreign draggers. 

I just turned 65 and am trying to sell my boat  (J doubt that I can 

with all of the restrictions of offshore trolling). 

For the past three years I could have made as much on social security 

as I did fishing and keeping my boat in shape for twelve months of the 

year. 
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Commercial fishing is part of agriculture and as such should always 

get all the fuel needed for their operations.    At what they have to pay 

for it they will sure not waste it. 

... my last season was not a memorable one.    I happen to have one 

of the larger vessels fishing salmon and was depending on albacore to 

make my season.    I was forced to fish salmon most of the season.    I 

think you might agree that it is ridiculous for a boat my size to be 

competing with 40 footers.    The cost of operation isn't much different, 

but if you evaluate efficiency/foot,  I may look pretty bad.    Try me next 

year.    I may want to brag about all the albacore I caught. 

In the  "Commercial Fisherman Survey" I can see:    U.S.  Department of 

Agriculture;  Oregon Fish and Wildlife; Oregon State Marine Board;  U.S. 

Coast Guard;  U.S. Department of Energy; Oregon State Police  CFish and 

Game Enforcement); Pacific Marine Fisheries;  Oregon Department of 

Revenue; Motor Vehicles Division CFuels Tax Branch); etc.  etc Must I 

go further?    What is the cost efficiency of this survey?    How many have 

I left out in the way of Federal agencies involved?    What is the annual 

inflation rate and of that rate what percent is due to the government? 

What is the cost effect if all fishermen have to convert to smaller 

engines?    Can we ever catch up with you?    Will you let us?    How did you 

get my name? 

Enclosed please find the Commercial Fisherman Survey form.    First 

of all,   let me say thatI am happy to supply what information I have avail- 

able to this survey.     I think that most fishermen are grateful for the 

information that will come from these types of projects. 
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I do question,  however}   the accuracy of this particular' survey un- 

less some other information is ccpplied in conjunction with your survey 

form information.    I am speaking of present market conditions,  particu- 

larly in my fishery  Cbottomfish)3  and the effect of these market condi- 

tions on time at sea and catch.    Due to market conditions we are working 

under trip limits and poundage limits which,  I believe, give a false 

picture of landings and earnings in relation to fuel consumed and time at 

sea.    For example for some time now we have been operating on a species 

poundage  limit and at the same time some pretty restrictive trip limits 

Cthe number of trips we can make per month),  due to the poundage  limit 

on a specie,  when our trip poundage  limit on that particular specie is 

reached we must pull off those grounds and prospect for grounds with a 

different species present.    As you can see from this rough example much 

unproductive time and fuel could be and is spent looking for species that 

the market will accept.    It is true that time and fuel has always been 

spent prospecting but not to the great extent that we now are.     Hhese 

conditions exist for a good share of the bottomfish species and are a 

relatively new condition. 

There are, no doubt, many factors effecting the market but my point 

here is, that we are putting in more effort (.time and fuel consumed) for 

less product landed individually due to an artificial limitation. 

If my point has any veracity,  I wonder how this will affect the 

accuracy of your survey,  or the timeliness of a survey of this type, which 

leads me to my second point. 

If I may,  I would like to suggest that possibly a survey be made on 

market conditions,  cause and effect,  and recommendations as to a possible 

course,  or courses,  of action that could be taken by the fisherman and 
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processors3  individually or in cooperation,   to improve market conditions. 

Possibly one area that needs a good hard look is in the area of Fisher- 

mans Marketing Associations,  and their pricing methods CI refer to this 

in a constructive manner),  and the effect on the market at the present 

from these pricing methods. 

I know you are aware that the bottom fishery is not alone in having 

its problems.    You could go through the whole list of seafood harvesters 

and find a multitude of market related problems as well as the normal 

business related problems.     We need some help and advice on a positive 

way to go at this marketing problem and when we have healthy market con- 

ditions we will be able to overcome or learn to live with the rest. 

The less you know of my business the less red tape I have to put up 

with.     Consequently all my business is secret.     No information will be 

given to you or anyone else. 

I'll provide no more information to be used against me.     You people 

have embarked on a voyage of destruction against commercial fishermen and 

have a shallow sports-minded attitude.     The system you are part of is 

anti-food production and should be reviewed by an impartial board of 

inquiry. 

Time will change attitudes as lack of recreational fishing has never 

killed anyone but lack of food has. 
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APPENDIX C 

REGRESSION ESTIMATES OF PRODUCTION 

RELATIONSHIPS BY LENGTH SUBFLEETS 



Appendix Table C-1.    Regression Estimates of Production Relationships by Length Subfleet:    Log-Linear Form.-' 

Variable Subfleet Subfleet 2 Subfleet 3 Subfleet 4 Subfleet 5 Subfleet 6 Subfleet 7 Subfleet 8 

LGROSS 

(constant) -7.3385 -.2327 • 3.6686 18.8160 3.1020 -21.4233 24.3106 

LFUEL .4756 .6685*" .6881*" .6498*" .5883*** .3601 .4548" £/ 
IMAM 1.4083* * .4778*** .3196"* .6786*" .7383*" .9483* .4822"* 

LYEARS -   .1169 .2036*** .1515*" -   .0594 .3680* -    .1572 .0545 

LLEHGTH 3.9599 .7287 .1789 -3.2464* -.6031 6.6397 -5.2760** 

LTHP -   .9362" -.0607 -.3143"* -   .1214 -.4359 - 1.9176 .9289** 

LCAPDG y .0245 W .0598 .1648 .2433 -  .1798 

LCAPEL -  .0998 -   .0122 .0344 -  .4589** .1003 .5592 -  .0680     . 

Adjusted R2 .32 .36 .59 .32 .68 .55 .48 

n 100 638 253 160 59 23 27 8 

a/ Subfleet 1. boats 11-20 feet in length 
Subfleet 2,1 boats 21-30 feet In length 
Subfleet 3, boats 31-40 feet In length 
Subfleet 4, boats 41-50 feet in length 
Subfleet 5, boats 51-60 feet in length 
Subfleet 6, boats 61-70 feet in length 
Subfleet 7, boats 71-80 feet In length 
Subfleet 8, boats 81-90 feet in length. 

These equations were estimated using stepwtse to determine the order of the variables entering the model.    The Indicated variables did not enter due 
insufficient f level. 

-     Regression with six independent variables and eight observations not meaningful. 

f significance to 90 percent probability, 
f significance to 95 percent probability, 
f significance to 99 percent probability. 

O 



Appendix Table C-2. Regression Esimates of Production Relationships by Length Subfleet: Linear Form. a/ 

Variable Subfleet 1 Subfleet 2 Subfleet 3 Subfleet 4 Subfleet 5 Subfleet 6 Subfleet 7 Subfleet 8 

GROSS 

(.intercei pt) 2174.6530 408.5118 -25241.008 51686.225 -93367.836 -314218.72 867768.63 £/ 

FUELCON 8.4286*** 5.2306*** 3.2223*** 3.0951*** 4.6549* 2.0259 3.1003** 

MAHDAVS 25.4415* 26.3899** 25.6512** 84.2622*** 226.9507*** 122.0300 161.8156** 

YEARSEX -    7.1013 79.8077*** 219.0092** 81.0990 608.4509 1836.4028 360.8971 

LENGTH -251.3840 y 942.5308** -1163.2107 1138.0130 4874.1676 -  12286.040** 

THP 2.2809 -  4.9727** -  10.4214 85.7646** 14.2213 41.0726 354.4833* 

CAPIOG .5044 .6641*** 1.6487*** .6702* .4524 -     .3036 - 1.0045 

CAPIEL .8422*** -     .6829 -     .1259 .0706 -  .1399 .5330 -     .4594 

Adjusted R2 .61 .61 .41 .30 .46 .23 .33 

n 100 638 253 160 59 23 27 8 

a/ 

b/ 

c/ 

Subfleet 1, boats 11-20 feet in length 
Subfleet 2, boats 21-30 feet in  length 
Subfleet 3, boats 31-40 feet in length 
Subfleet 4, boats 41-50 feet in length 
Subfleet 5, boats 51-60 feet in length 
Subfleet 6, boats 61-70 feet in length 
Subfleet 7, boats 71-80 feet in length 
Subfleet 8, boats 81-90 feet in length. 

These equations were estimated using stepwise to determine the order of the variables entering the model.    The.indicated variables did not enter due 
to  insufficient f level. 

Regression with six independent variables and eight observations not meaningful. 

* f significance to 90 percent probability level. 
** f significance to 95 percent probability level. 

*** f significance to 99 percent probability level. 

UD 
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APPENDIX D 

A GRAPHICAL INTERPRETATION OF A 

LINEAR APPROXIMATION TO A PRODUCTION FUNCTION 
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APPENDIX D 

A GRAPHICAL INTERPRETATION OF A 

LINEAR APPROXIMATION TO A PRODUCTION FUNCTION 

One of the limitations to the linear approximation of the production 

function is that it forces the elasticity of substitution to equal in- 

finity, which means the isoquants are linear. With both isoquants and 

isocost lines being linear, the profit maximizing solution would either 

be indeterminate, or be a corner solution. This situation can be de- 

picted graphically for the two dimensional case, as in Appendix Figure 1. 

This figure shows three theoretically possible solutions for profit 

maximization (using a two input case to allow graphical representation). 

If the isocost for inputs Xi and X2 happens to have the same slope as the 

isoquant, then the profit maximizing solution is indeterminate, it could 

be anywhere along the isoquant between the axis. Isocost 1 would give a 

profit maximizing corner solution at A, similarly isocost 2 would give a 

profit maximizing corner solution at B. Depending on the nature of the 

specified inputs, this could be an infeasible solution. 

A more logical interpretation of the linear approximation to a pro- 

duction function requires rationalization of what is being observed. 

Again using a two input case (seven production inputs would require a 

seventh dimensional graph which is difficult to draw), an interpretation 

of the linear production approximation in shown in Appendix Figure 2. 

What Appendix Figure 2 shows is. that the isoquants extend only over 

the range of observed data points (.the solid lines).  It is not appro- 

priate to extrapolate these isoquants to the axis, resulting in the 

corner solutions described above.  It is necessary to keep in mind that 
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Appendix Figure 1.    Theoretical  Profit Maximization With a Two Input 
Linear Production Function. 
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Appendix Figure 2. Interpretation of the Linear Production Function 
With Two Inputs. 
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the linear function is only a best approximation of the best production 

relationship, therefore the linear isoquants are an approximation of 

actual curved isoquants CO < 5 < 1). 

It is also reasonable to consider a single isoquant as an isorevenue 

line. Given a certain value of production output, the isorevenue line 

will be made up of all observations of different firms use of inputs 

Xi and Xa. The regression estimate is therefore an average application 

of inputs Xi and X2 across all fishing firms producing a given level of 

output. 


